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Over the past decade, Russia has increasingly sought to reassert its position as a global power and to present itself as an alternative to the Euro-Atlantic model of liberal democracy and a free market economy. The Western Balkans is one of the regions in which Russia has been most active in this respect. Thus far, the region has more or less stayed on its course toward NATO and the European Union (EU). But Russia’s meddling in the region has enhanced space domestically for political opportunists to try to avoid implementing necessary reforms, particularly those related to strengthening the rule of law and curbing of autocratic tendencies – as a result undermining civil society and the media, leading to democratic backsliding and an economic slowdown. NATO nevertheless could accept Montenegro as a member, while the EU has put forward the Berlin Process, which aims to speed up economic development and transformation. In 2018, the EU will propose a new Enlargement strategy aimed at providing a clear path for the Balkans to integrate into Europe. Tackling outstanding “governance gaps” – deficits in the rule of law, and weak democratic and market institutions – in the Western Balkans is critical to limiting the effects of so-called “corrosive capital” – funds flowing from non-democratic states such as Russia that both take advantage of, and exacerbate the challenges facing struggling democracies – and to restoring the region’s democratic transformation.

The tools Russia has used to expand its presence in the region are not new: political pressure; soft power, including cultural, media, and religious campaigns; and economic leverage ranging from the control and acquisition of critical energy assets to the financing of political parties and media. These tools are underpinned by a concerted Kremlin narrative designed to counter Euro-Atlantic values. The seeds of this narrative have landed on fertile ground in the Western Balkans, where a climate of unstable institutions of governance and rule of law, and protracted and systemic corruption at both the administrative and political levels, often lead to policy, regulatory or even state capture. The mixture of weak institutions of rule of law and kleptocratic tendencies, media propaganda and geopolitical pressure from Russia (as well as from other countries), has led many Western Balkan governments to adopt policies inconsistent with their national security or development interests. This situation calls for a better understanding and re-assessment of the political and economic factors that threaten the region’s development now, and in the future.

---


In order to better understand the size, scope and potential effects of Russian corrosive capital in the Western Balkans, this paper analyzes Russia’s economic footprint from 2005 to 2016 in four countries in the region: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, Montenegro, and Serbia. The analysis outlines the ways in which Russia’s economic presence can be linked to the cultivation of an opaque web of economic and political patronage across the region – a web that undermines economic and democratic development by influencing decision-making in the critical areas of energy and foreign policy.\footnote{For a similar in-depth analysis of Russia’s impact on Central and Eastern Europe see Conley, H., Mina, J., Stefanov, R., Vladimirov, M. (2016). “The Kremlin Playbook: Understanding Russian Influence in Central and Eastern Europe”. Center for Strategic and International Studies, accessed on January 25, 2018 at \url{http://www.csd.bg/artShow.php?id=17865}}
The current report explores the size, dynamics and effects of Russia’s economic footprint in the Western Balkans, and in particular in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, Montenegro, and Serbia. The report seeks to analyze whether Russia has used or tried to leverage corrosive capital in the region. The report traces Russia’s economic footprint in the region after 2005. The economic footprint has been broken down into three indicators:

• Corporate footprint: the share by percentage of the turnover of Russian-controlled companies (by final beneficial owner) of the total turnover of the economy;
• Foreign direct investment: share by percentage of Russia’s FDI stock of the GDP of the country; and
• Bilateral trade: Russia’s share by percentage of the total exports and total imports of the country (with a focus on oil and gas).

The corporate footprint analysis includes companies with at least 10 percent Russian ultimate beneficial ownership and annual revenues of at least EUR 250,000 (~USD 310,000). It should be noted that while the study has endeavored to identify final beneficial owners, some of the largest companies active in the region may ultimately be controlled by a Russian owner, but are not registered as so, due to opaque ownership structures through offshore jurisdictions or shell structures. Confirming the Russia origins of some companies required detailed additional investigation. Besides the size of the corporate presence, in certain notable cases, the study explores the subsidiary tree of ownership to evaluate the depth and reach of these companies’ footprint in the local economy. This included the impact of the largest of the identified companies in the structure of the specific sector; the indirect economic influence of these companies via their trade and investment partnerships with local subsidiaries, distributors, suppliers and contractors; and market concentration.

Special emphasis has been placed on Russian investment in key sectors critical for the whole economy, such as energy, finance, metallurgy, construction, transportation and real estate. To assess the potential corrosive capital effect of such investment, the report investigates the pattern of acquisition of control over critical assets, how gaining control of such assets has changed the structure of the market, and whether market concentration has preceded or followed such acquisitions.

Apart from presenting the dynamics of the overall trade balance, where possible, the analysis traces economic exposure to Russia by sector, especially in vital areas such as energy, manufacturing, chemicals, and so on. Trade relations have been analyzed to uncover persistent dependencies in the value chain, such as in oil and gas, and the potential impact of
an energy supply disruption. Energy security and governance risks are showcased in the example of Russia-backed, large-scale infrastructure projects.

The study’s findings have been based on: (1) publicly-available data from national statistics, commercial registries and the stock market; (2) detailed information obtained through a network of experts in the region; and (3) in-depth media content research in key economic sectors of the particular country. Because of the nature of some aspects of the external economic presence, certain assumptions and approximations have been made, which are clearly stated in the text.
The countries of the Western Balkans suffer from high levels of corruption that, in some cases, have resulted in the capture of policies, regulatory functions, and even the state. Consequently, popular trust in politicians, political appointees, and public institutions has diminished, contributing to conditions that are already ripe for external actors to try to influence events in the region.\textsuperscript{4}

Although all countries in the region saw significant declines in corruption pressure,\textsuperscript{5} by an average of 15 percentage points, levels remain higher than those seen in the EU. These dynamics within countries have also changed. While Serbia and Montenegro have dropped below the regional average, corruption pressure in Macedonia now exceeds the

---

\textbf{Figure 1. Corruption Pressure in the Western Balkans Region}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bosnia and Herzegovina</th>
<th>Macedonia</th>
<th>Serbia</th>
<th>Montenegro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>41.6%</td>
<td>51.4%</td>
<td>46.5%</td>
<td>39.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>46.5%</td>
<td>46.5%</td>
<td>41.6%</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
<td>27.0%</td>
<td>31.2%</td>
<td>28.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>27.0%</td>
<td>27.0%</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td>27.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: SELDI.

---


\textsuperscript{5} Corruption pressure is an indicator of the Corruption Monitoring System of the Center for the Study of Democracy. It denotes the share of the population that has been asked to give a bribe or participate in other forms of corruption. For more information on CMS, please see SELDI, (2014). “Anticorruption Reloaded: Assessing Corruption and Anti-Corruption in Southeast Europe”. Center for the Study of Democracy, November 12, 2014, accessed on January 25, 2018 at: \url{http://seldi.net/publications/publications/anticorruption-reloaded-assessment-of-southeast-europe/}
average; Bosnia and Herzegovina has experienced higher than average levels throughout the past two decades.⁶

The EU’s annual progress reports identify clear gaps in regional governance. The reports, which rank the countries of the Western Balkans only a notch above rudimentary levels of governance, have been met by a backlash in the region – in turn spurring political elites to seek opportunities for development that are not linked to better governance. As a result, alternatives to the EU development narrative are now receiving greater attention throughout the region. These alternatives seek to play down, and even disregard, the positive impact of the EU. The Kremlin, which is one proponent of such alternatives, promotes these alternative narratives through its media presence.

---

**Figure 2. EU Assessment of Anti-Corruption State and Progress in the Region (2016)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report Area</th>
<th>Montenegro</th>
<th>Serbia</th>
<th>Macedonia</th>
<th>Bosnia and Herzegovina</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State of play</td>
<td>Early stage</td>
<td>Some level of preparation</td>
<td>Moderately prepared</td>
<td>Good level of preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress</td>
<td>Backsliding</td>
<td>No progress</td>
<td>Some progress</td>
<td>Good progress</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CSD based on European Commission Progress Reports.

---

Russia’s economic footprint in the Western Balkans has shrunk or stagnated in the wake of an economic recession and international sanctions over the annexation of Crimea. Because Russian businesses are concentrated in a small number of strategic sectors – such as banking, energy, metallurgy and real estate – the four small, energy-dependent countries assessed in this report remain vulnerable to Russian pressure. An overreliance on Russian imports, coupled with an expansion of Russian capital, has made the governments of the Western Balkans particularly susceptible to pressures on strategic decisions related not only to energy market diversification and liberalization, but also to Russian sanctions, and NATO and EU expansion.

Local kleptocratic networks also have leverage over the administrations of the Western Balkans through links to Russia-based entities, such as businesses, media outlets and non-profit organizations. Such networks take advantage of Russian ties in the energy sector to amass wealth that they then invest in other sectors of the economy, such as banking, mining and real estate. Once leverage is established, these local networks can slow or limit the liberalization of energy markets and the diversification of sources of oil and gas. They can dilute oversight of bank loans, strategic mergers and acquisitions, and government-to-government agreements. They can even shape outcomes tantamount to state capture. Because Russia and local kleptocratic networks represent long-term threats to sustainable economic growth in the region, they also threaten the strength of democratic institutions. This form of state capture-driven economic presence would not be so problematic for the countries of the Western Balkans if it were not for the Kremlin’s high-profile crackdown on the Russian private sector. The resulting state-private networks are no longer simply tools for personal enrichment and economic opportunism, but also instruments of concerted political influence.

The impact of Russia’s economic footprint has been underestimated by the US and governments of the EU, resulting in a failure to recognize the true extent of the associated risks. In the Western Balkans, for example, the impact of Russian foreign direct investment (FDI) has been downplayed, due to of a variety of factors. First, Russian FDI has been likened to the EU’s total FDI stock, without taking into account that the EU, unlike Russia, is not a singular entity; FDI originating from an individual EU country does not necessarily reflect common economic policy. Second, Russian FDI channeled through offshore zones and tax havens such as Cyprus remains largely hidden, which means that countries on the receiving side are not necessarily prepared for the potentially negative effects on governance. Third, the Russian government’s ability to use FDI as a foreign policy tool has been overlooked; no EU member country can compete with Russia in the speed and scope of
control over its corporate citizenry. Finally, Russian companies in the Western Balkans focus primarily on strategic sectors such as energy, fuel processing, and banking, whereas the investment portfolios of EU countries are more diversified, including manufacturing, retail trade, and telecommunications.

Data shows that Russia’s economic footprint in the Western Balkans is most pronounced in Montenegro, where Russian FDI constitutes nearly 30 percent of the country’s gross domestic product (GDP). Russia’s footprint is least pronounced in Macedonia, where Russian FDI tops out at only one percent of GDP. The footprint is about equal in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia: Russia exerts direct and indirect control over about 10 percent of the economy of Serbia, primarily in key sectors such as energy and banking, and accounts for more than eight percent of FDI in Bosnia and Herzegovina – down from an all-time high of 9.8 percent in 2010. (Russia’s corporate presence is felt unequally in the country’s two entities, the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FBiH) and the Republika Srpska (RS). Russian FDI is concentrated in RS, where in 2014 – the year in which the latest data is available – Russian-owned companies controlled 39 percent of the total corporate turnover in the hands of foreign companies operating in all of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Figure 3. Russian FDI Stock as Share of GDP (%)

Source: CSD calculations based on national central banks and UNCTAD country statistics.

---

7 Turnover is defined as revenue calculated from sales of products, goods and services by the reporting unit to third parties during the reference period, excluding deductible value-added tax (VAT). Financial and extraordinary revenues are excluded.
As seen in Figure 4, revenue for Russian companies as a share of total turnover in the Western Balkans has remained relatively stagnant, and in some cases even declined from 2011 to 2015. In Montenegro, revenue declined from 29.4 percent in 2006 to around 5.5 percent in 2015. This trend is echoed in the workforce of Russian-controlled companies in Montenegro: employment fell from 14.2 percent in 2007 to 5.5 percent in 2015. The rapid decline of Russia’s economic presence in Montenegro can be traced to the withdrawal of Russian metallurgy tycoon Oleg Deripaska from Montenegro’s largest company in 2012–2013, the Podgorica Aluminum Plant (KAP) – which formerly accounted for 2.3 percent of the country’s total labor force, about 15 percent of its GDP, and some 51 percent of its exports. Russian control over KAP had also given Russia economic leverage over Montenegro’s national power company, the Montenegrin Electric Enterprise (EPCG), to which KAP became heavily indebted while under Russian control. Deripaska’s entry into Montenegro in 2006 also opened the door to feverish Russian investment in the real estate and tourism industries, leading to plans for a series of multi-million-dollar resorts along the Montenegrin coast.8 Over the past decade, Russia has been the single largest direct investor in Montenegro, with USD 1.27 billion in cumulative investments, or about 13 percent of total FDI stock. In 2016, one-third of the foreign firms in the country, or 1,723, were owned by Russian nationals,9 according to data from the Montenegro corporate registry.

9 Structural business and foreign affiliate’s data as reported by the Montenegrin Statistical Office at http://www.monstat.org/eng/page.php?id=67&pageid=67
In Serbia, over the same ten-year period, Russia’s corporate presence remained relatively constant at around 10 percent of the economy, and is concentrated primarily in the energy sector. Overall Russian FDI in Serbia has remained small, comprising four percent of the total FDI stock, or in absolute numbers, around USD 1.1 billion. This figure, however, underestimates the true value of Russian investment in the country. In reality, much of Russian FDI in Serbia comes through Russian-owned companies with offices in EU member states, such as Austria and the Netherlands. The Serbian oil and gas company, Naftna industrija Srbije (NIS), has invested alone at least USD one billion to upgrade its refinery in Pančevo since Gazprom, Russia’s state-owned major, purchased the company in 2008. The Russian oil and gas company Lukoil has invested another USD 250 million in the wholesale fuel distribution market. Therefore, a more realistic estimate of total Russian FDI – including indirect investment – would be around USD two billion, or six percent of Serbia’s GDP.

Russia has expanded its presence in the Serbian economy through not only corporate investment, but also via direct government-to-government loans. During the Serbian fiscal crisis in 2012–2013, Serbia asked Moscow for a loan to buttress the Serbian budget. This could be read as an effort to avoid asking for assistance from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), which would have required structural reforms. Russia agreed to lend Serbia USD 500 million and disbursed USD 300 million immediately to keep the country afloat. At the same time, Serbia borrowed an additional USD 800 million from Moscow to modernize the country’s outdated railway infrastructure. At an annual interest rate of 4.1 percent, the Russia loan had less favorable conditions than typical loans from European development financial institutions such as the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the European Investment Bank (EIB). Moreover, the second loan granted preferential status to Russian state-owned contractors for infrastructure modernization projects. This loan was not debated publically, and it seems that Serbia agreed to the terms of exclusive access for Russian contractors in violation of EU norms on competition and transparency in public procurement.

Moreover, the negotiations for the loan coincided with negotiations between Gazprom and Srbijagas over a ten-year supply of gas. The resulting agreement called for the annual delivery of up to five billion cubic meters (bcm) of natural gas from Russia, more than double the Serbian demand. Serbia must purchase no less than 1.5 bcm\textsuperscript{11} of natural gas from Russia each year, according to media sources, as well as interviews with sources close to Srbijagas.

Russia’s economic footprint in Serbia is not limited to the energy sector. In fact, Russia’s greatest presence can be seen in the corporate arena. Approximately 1,000 companies in Serbia are entirely, or partially, Russian-owned.\textsuperscript{12} These companies control revenues of about EUR five billion, or some 13 percent of the total revenue generated by the domestic economy. As described below, the indirect footprint of Russian companies goes

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Figure_6.png}
\caption{Structure of Russian Corporate Presence in Serbia}
\label{fig:structure}
\end{figure}

\textit{Source: CSD calculations based on a commercial corporate database.}

\textsuperscript{10} For example, in June 2017, the German development bank, KfW, lent Serbia EUR 17 million for new water supply infrastructure. See https://seenews.com/news/serbia-gets-17-mln-euro-loan-from-kfw-for-water-supply-projects-571661.


\textsuperscript{12} According to a corporate database analysis.
through several channels, including: (1) the dependence of local companies on imports of Russian raw materials such as natural gas; (2) debts accumulated for gas supply; and (3) the dependence of domestic companies on exports to Russia or loans provided by Russian-controlled banks, for example the subsidiaries of Agrokor.

Meanwhile, the scope of assets directly or indirectly under Russian control has hovered between eight and 10 percent of total assets in the Serbian economy. This is despite the below-market rate valuation of NIS’s oil and gas reserves, and the decapitalization of some petrochemical plants, the gas debts of which have been transformed into equity for Gazprom. Russian state-owned and private oil and gas companies own almost all domestic oil and gas reserves, control over 50 percent of the wholesale and retail fuels markets, and indirectly influence the financial management and corporate governance of state-owned gas supplier Srbijagas, as well as the supplier’s major industrial clients. Moreover, Russian companies employ around two percent of the total labor force directly and around five percent indirectly, or around 70,000 people, primarily in a small number of industrial enterprises such as NIS, Beopetrol/Lukoil, Sberbank, and Srbijagas-related petrochemical and glass-making plants.

In Bosnia and Herzegovina, Russia’s economic footprint is seen primarily in the oil and gas sectors. Even though the country imports some oil from Croatia and Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina is fully dependent on Russian gas. Russian companies control the country’s two refineries, both of which are located in RS. Over the past decade, the corporate footprint of Russian companies has more than doubled in the country, growing from 2.6 percent of total revenue in 2006 to 5.7 percent in 2015. In absolute figures, Russian companies accounted for a turnover of around EUR one billion in 2016. The concentration of Russian investment and companies in RS reflects the wariness of EU-based companies about investing in the constituent state: widespread corruption means substantial corruption-related costs. In 2016, the share of Russian firms in the economy of RS reached more than eight percent; Russian companies have been by far the biggest investors since the 2008 economic crisis diminished the interest of Western investors in this frontier market.

In Bosnia and Herzegovina, the level of Russian FDI has increased from as low as USD 235 million in 2008 to around USD 547 million in 2016, or 8.1 percent of the country’s total FDI stock (and 3.3 percent of its GDP). Most Russian investment is concentrated in oil processing, fuel and gas distribution, and financial services. This, however, does not include purported direct government loans from Russia to RS. The President of RS was reported to have negotiated a EUR 270 million loan from Moscow in April 2014, in an attempt to push the state government to abandon a previous agreement with the International Monetary Fund (IMF). It implied that structural reforms were impossible to implement due to

---

13 FDI statistics before 2008 were not available.
a lack of political consensus among the political parties.\textsuperscript{15} Months later, President Dodik said that Russia had pledged between EUR 500 and 700 million, which would cover the government’s expenditures in case the IMF did not disburse a new loan following the expiration of the Fund’s lending agreement in 2015.\textsuperscript{16} There were, however, no reports confirming the actual disbursement of these Russian funds.

In October 2015, President Dodik discussed a USD 300 million loan to finance the entity’s budget deficits in 2015 and 2016 from a California-based investment fund called Global Bancorp Commodities and Investments, Inc. (GBCI), implementing waste management technologies in Russia. According to several media sources, this company is also linked to a Russian citizen – Alexander Vassilev.\textsuperscript{17} The loan negotiations with Russia came only a few months after the country was hit with devastating floods that paralyzed the economy and left authorities with little cash. Again, no reports ever confirmed that this loan materialized. The terms of the potential loan also remained confidential, not only to the public but also to relevant government institutions, as the loan was not discussed in public or in the Parliament of RS.

Virtually no information about the bridge loan or its conditions is available, and the loan was negotiated behind closed doors. The lack of transparency, let alone a publically available cost-benefit analysis, contributed to some suspicion that political considerations motivated the agreement. Indeed, the exchange fits a pattern of Russian deals with other states, such as the 2013 loan agreement with Ukraine that provided a USD three billion financial lifeline to former President Viktor Yanukovych in exchange for cancelling the Association Agreement with the EU.\textsuperscript{18}

Among the four Western Balkan countries, Russia’s economic footprint in Macedonia is often seen as limited, or even non-existent. However, a detailed assessment of Russia’s presence in the country reveals a more nuanced picture, in which the channels for influence are indirect – hidden behind a network of offshore companies, or third parties located in the EU. Former Prime Minister Nikola Gruevski and his ruling coalition were keen on strengthening economic ties with Russia, especially in terms of cooperation on large-scale natural gas projects such as the now-defunct South Stream pipeline and its successor, TurkStream. However, reality has yet to reflect these ambitions in Macedonia. Trade turnover between the two countries remains minimal, those it rose after 2014, as Macedonian agricultural producers benefitted from the Russian embargo on EU farmers. Macedonia also refused to join the EU- and US-led sanctions against Russia after the annexation of Crimea, citing potential damage to its exports to Russia. In absolute figures, trade turnover between the two coun-


tries has never exceeded EUR 400 million, and currently is around EUR 100 million.

Similarly, Russian direct investment in Macedonia is insignificant at USD 30 million in 2015, although this number is an increase from a starting point of almost zero in 2009. Instead, Russian businesses have invested indirectly, using offshore destinations such as Cyprus, Belize, or countries with preferential tax regimes such as the Netherlands, where Lukoil, the largest Russian company in Macedonia, is registered. Indirect investment becomes more visible when reviewing data from companies that have an ultimate beneficial owner, an entity or a person, located in Russia. One example is the sports and betting business created by Russian businessman Sergey Samsonenko, who became one of the wealthiest individuals in the country and openly supported Gruevski’s pre-election campaign (See Box 1).

The analysis showed 78 companies registered in Macedonia with at least 25 percent Russian ownership. The revenues of Russian companies operating in Macedonia have grown fourfold, from EUR 63 million in 2006 to over EUR 212 million in 2015. Still, they make up a little over one percent of the total revenues in the economy, with close to half of the sales generated by one company – the retail fuel distributor Lukoil – while the other half is concentrated in the two gas pipeline construction companies building the expanded gas distribution network, as well as Samsonenko’s betting companies.

In comparison, Macedonian companies with Austrian and Dutch ultimate beneficial ownership controlled more than 26 percent of the total revenues of all businesses in the country and 24 percent of the total assets in the economy, and employed 15 percent of the labor force. Greek companies make up another 13 percent of the economy, with refinery operator Hellenic Petroleum as the largest Greek investor. Among these companies are also some of the largest in the country, such as the power distribution provider EVN and the Kavadarci ferronickel plant, owned by the largest nickel producer in Europe, Cunico Resources, which is registered in the Netherlands. With its significant stake in the banking, fuel distribution and shipping sectors, Greece seems to have the largest corporate presence in the country. However, it should be noted that the mining company Solvay, which operates lead, zinc, and copper mines in the country, as well as the joint venture owning and operating the TE-TO Combined Cycle Heat and Power Plant near Skopje, are owned by offshore entities linked to Russian holdings. They do not appear directly Russian-owned, but including them would almost double the Russian economic presence in Macedonia, though Russia’s presence would still remain marginal compared to that of Greek, Austrian and Dutch companies.

---

EXPLOITING GOVERNANCE DEFICITS IN VULNERABLE SECTORS

Energy

The most visible manifestation of Russia’s growing economic footprint in the Western Balkans can be seen in the gradual takeover of the energy sector by Russian companies. In Serbia, Russia has taken advantage of ineffective governance in key sectors of the economy to expand its footprint. Its investments in the energy sector specifically have been designed to reduce competition and reinforce Russia’s position by locking in supply. Such investments are designed not only to protect Russia’s economic and political interests, but also to promote interdependence among countries that prioritize Russia in their relations. In both Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, the management of state-owned gas companies lacks transparency. Even though long-term contracts with Gazprom have kept gas import prices higher than in most European countries, the energy ministries in Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina have not tried to restructure these agreements to allow for more flexibility. Moreover, the ministries have done little to accelerate diversification projects in strategic gas supply. Policymakers, meanwhile, have publicly defended large-scale, Russian-led gas infrastructure projects – such as South Stream and TESLA – without proper cost-benefit analysis, instead making fanciful promises of new jobs and economic growth. Intergovernmental agreements for these projects have been negotiated in complete secrecy, raising suspicions that the deals contain terms locking in the countries’ long-term gas supply.

In both Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, the now-abandoned South Stream gas pipeline project was managed in violation of the EU Third Energy Package, because Gazprom owned more than 50 percent of the project company. (The Package’s unbundling rule states that the owner of the natural gas cannot also own a majority stake in the transmission network.) In addition, gas companies in both countries have not yet been restructured fully, in line with the “energy acquis,” or legal framework of the Energy Community. As noted in the 2017 Energy Community progress report, the gas markets in Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina are highly concentrated and largely closed.20

Energy trade has been a common denominator in the persistent trade deficits of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, and Serbia. In all three countries, crude oil and natural gas comprise between 75 and 95 percent of imports from Russia. Such energy dependence has contributed to the countries’ overall trade vulnerability, which – as seen in the case of Ser-
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bia’s gas disputes with Russia – can lead to supply cuts, corporate raids of large industrial assets, and acute foreign policy pressures. The combination of energy debts and unfavorable contracts stunts economic growth and fiscal stability, in turn pressuring governments to yield to political demands. While the influence of this tool has declined in the past decade, most notably because of the decline in energy processing, it nonetheless persists as Southeastern Europe remains the most fragmented and isolated part of Europe in terms of energy.

Across the Western Balkans, Russia has targeted large, non-reformed (in terms of corporate governance) state-owned companies that are dependent on a handful of managers and political appointees susceptible to manipulation by Russian state and private entities. Gazprom has solidified its dominance over the domestic natural gas markets in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia and Serbia by striking inflexible long-term gas supply agreements; promoting large-scale, expensive gas pipelines; installing domestic gas intermediaries with strong political connections; and blocking attempts at liberalization of the market and the diversification of sources of energy. In 2008, Gazprom’s oil subsidiary Gazprom-neft purchased Serbian oil and gas holding NIS, the largest Serbian company, following a non-transparent intergovernmental agreement with controversial terms. The 2008 agreement contained a provision that Serbia would take part in the now-abandoned South Stream gas pipeline project, which would have cemented the country’s gas dependence on Russia. The deal can be linked to Russia’s support for Serbia’s rejection in
February 2008 of Kosovo’s bid for unilateral independence. This nexus of energy and geopolitics has been the bedrock of Russia’s influence in the Western Balkans, serving as a breeding ground for a multitude of activities geared toward expanding Russia’s economic presence in banking, mining and real estate.

Instead of seeking to diversify their gas supplies through natural gas interconnectors with Bulgaria and Croatia, the countries of the Western Balkans (except for Montenegro, which does not consume gas) have remained energy islands that devote most of their political efforts to promoting Gazprom-led pipelines. Unsurprisingly, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Macedonia – which have failed to liberalize their gas markets, and rely on fixed, oil-indexed, long-term contracts – pay some of the highest prices for gas in Europe.

In Serbia, the high prices charged by Gazprom, coupled with the lack of flexibility in the company’s long-term deal with wholesale Serbian gas supplier Srbijagas led the latter to amass EUR 200 million in debt between 2001 and 2011 for unpaid natural gas supplies. The losses are a result of the mismatch between the high prices of gas imports and the domestic prices for consumers, which the Serbian regulator kept artificially low in order to prevent social unrest. Moreover, Srbijagas has been unable to collect from several large state-owned enterprises (including the Azotara fertilizer plant, the Petrohemija petrochemical plants, and the Smederevo steel mill), as well as municipal district heating companies. A considerable part of Serbian heavy industry depends on a supply of cheap natural gas, both from Srbijagas and domestic sources exploited by NIS. However, once the global economic crisis hit in 2009, large Serbian businesses began defaulting on their gas debts, prompting their takeover by Srbijagas and the state. On principle, successive Serbian governments have refused to restructure or close loss-making state companies, fearing social and political blowback. Under IMF pressure, the government of Prime Minister Aleksandar Vucic has begun to address these structural problems. The aforementioned companies represent some of the biggest Serbian exporters. Yet their profitability depends on the availability of cheap natural gas and fuels.

When gas prices began rising in the mid-2000s, Azotara, Petrohemija and Smederevo – in light of scant alternatives to Gazprom – began defaulting on their gas debts. For example, Azotara Fertilizer Plant, Petrohemija and Smederevo Steel Mill, which are not owned by Srbijagas or the state, amassed huge losses from 2008 to 2014, despite receiving cheaper natural gas from Srbijagas. It is in the strategic interest of Gazprom for all three companies to survive, since they constitute almost one-third of Serbia’s gas market. Gazprom may avoid purchasing these companies outright, and instead leverage their debt to pressure Serbia, since the indebted com-

companies’ potential collapse could leave thousands of workers on the street protesting.

Figure 8. Gazprom Ownership Tree in Serbia

Gazprom has already exploited Serbia’s vulnerability by cutting gas deliveries. The most significant manipulation of the gas supply – a 30 percent reduction – occurred mere days before Russian President Vladimir Putin’s visit to Belgrade in 2014. At the time, Gazprom cited Srbijagas debt as the reason for the cut.\(^{23}\) In March 2016, Srbijagas began talks to re-
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structure its total debt, which was worth around EUR one billion – about half of which was owed to Russian state-owned banks. The Serbian state took over the majority of the debt owed directly to Gazprom, which the country’s worsening fiscal position now reflects.

Srbijagas’s difficult financial position is one of the main reasons why the Serbian government has been reluctant to unbundle the company in accordance with the rules outline in the EU’s Third Energy Package. If Srbijagas loses its transmission and gas storage operations and becomes just a distribution company, it might go bankrupt. Serbs close to Gazprom, such as Dusan Bajatovic, CEO of Srbijagas, who is also a member of the board of directors of the Gazprom subsidiary Yugorosgaz, have opposed the restructuring of Srbijagas: such a move would not only bring more transparency to the gas sector, but increase competition from independent suppliers. By objecting to the restructuring of Srbijagas, Bajatovic has thwarted progress on the interconnector project, because EBRD demanded Serbia’s alignment with the Third Energy Package, which requires that the ownership of supply and transmission activities be legally and functionally separated. He has also readily defended Gazprom’s interests in the media, and has publicly opposed, among other issues, an attempt to increase the mining tax.

Moreover, Bajatovic – deputy head of the Socialist Party of Serbia (SPS), a junior coalition partner of the current Serbian government – has represented Serbia in most joint ventures with Gazprom, including South Stream, Sogaz, the joint Serbian-Russian insurance company, and Banatski Dvor, the underground gas storage facility built by Gazprom. His appointments to the senior management of these companies would appear to contradict the OECD’s best practices in corporate governance, which recommend clear separation between politics and the management of national companies, in order to prevent conflicts of interest, clientelism, and unprofessionalism.24 From his positions, Bajatovic receives around EUR 20,000 per month,25 which is 20 times more than his baseline reported income from Srbijagas. Because of Srbijagas’ sponsorship, he is also the President of the board of directors of the Sport Society Vojvodina, an association of sport clubs from Novi Sad, and was a member of the board of directors of one of two biggest football clubs in Serbia, Crvena Zvezda, whose main sponsor is Gazprom. The Anti-Corruption Agency recommended in 2014 that Bajatovic resign from the post of CEO, but he managed to defy the recommendation.26 In the media, he often promotes cooperation with Russia in the energy sector and criticizes all other energy diversification options, including the interconnector with Bulgaria and any potential supply from a liquefied natural gas terminal on Krk in Croatia.27


Russia’s footprint in the gas sector extends through intermediary channels as well, such as Yugorosgaz, a joint venture between Srbijagas and Gazprom in which the Russian side controls 75 percent of the shares (see Fig. 7 below). The venture originally was set up to construct the gas interconnector with Bulgaria and to gasify southern Serbia, but in 2007, the company became the main intermediary in Srbijagas’s gas trade with Russia. Yugorosgaz receives around a four percent premium on the gas it resells to Srbijagas, contributing to profits of approximately EUR 15 million in 2013 alone.28

Gazprom has designed the gas supply structure to its benefit – and apparently at the expense of Srbijagas. Gazprom sells the contracted volume to Yugorosgaz in Ukraine, then Srbijagas buys the same gas, but at a four percent premium, and pays the additional shipping costs through Hungary. For years, the paradox has been such that after Yugorosgaz sells the Russian gas to Srbijagas, the national gas supplier resells it at a low, regulated price back to Yugorosgaz for its own distribution in southern Serbia, which contributes to persistent large losses on Srbijagas’ financial statements.

Although many elements of the gas trade between Serbia and Russia remain unknown due to the confidentiality of the contracts, investigative reports from leading Serbian media outlets29 show that Srbijagas bears significant losses due to its gas trade arrangements. Eventually, the Serbian taxpayer will have to foot the bill, most likely through the issue of more public debt to be covered by higher taxes or a cut in social expenditures. Yugorosgaz, on the other hand, does not reinvest its proceeds into developing its gas pipeline system in Serbia or constructing the interconnector with Bulgaria as negotiated by the Russian and Serbian governments, but instead divides the funds between the company’s owners.30 Srbijagas receives 25 percent of all proceeds, while the other 75 percent are transferred abroad, including 50 percent to Gazprom in Russia and 25 percent to another company, Centrex, which research shows is ultimately owned by Gazprom.

The failure of the Srbijagas management to restructure the company violated a key EBRD condition for the financing of the construction of the Bulgaria-Serbia gas interconnector, which could improve Serbia’s energy security, as well as force down the price of gas imports. Gazprom has opposed the pipeline, as it would directly challenge the Russian major’s dominant position in the Serbian market.

In Macedonia, where more than 80 percent of the country’s energy comes from coal and oil, the role of the natural gas sector is marginal. However, the geopolitical considerations attached to a long-term contract
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28 Originally, the Bulgarian-Serbian interconnector was considered to be a pipeline to transport Russian gas in the future.
29 E.g. Insider, TV B92.
30 Apart from 100 km of pipeline built down to Nis before 2000, there has been very little progress in construction of the gas pipeline Nis-Dimitrovgrad (Bulgaria). In 2014, when Russia’s Gazprom said it would abandon South Stream, Bulgaria and Serbia, which had signed a memorandum for the construction of the gas interconnector in 2012, were forced to look for alternative gas supply options.
with Gazprom, coupled with the Russia-led construction of domestic pipelines, have magnified the political importance of natural gas. Gas dependence on Russia is likely to increase based on planned investments in gasification infrastructure in the country. This raises the question of whether gasification is justified commercially, or is a response to political pressure to artificially grow the demand for gas.

Macedonians are heavily reliant on burning poor-quality woods and lignite, or brown coal, for heat. Because emissions from the fuels contribute to high levels of air pollution, household gasification is perceived as a means to reduce energy poverty. However, only the eastern city of Strumica – via the TransBalkan pipeline – currently has access to natural gas. (Another notable exception is the TE-TO gas-fired power plant in the capital, Skopje.) Overall, Macedonia typically consumes between 0.05 and 0.1 bcm of gas per year, the lowest rate of such consumption in Europe.\textsuperscript{31} (Gazprom delivered 0.07 bcm of gas to Macedonia in 2016.) The domestic gas network, which consists of more than 260 kilometers of pipelines, reaches the TE-TO plant and several industrial clients\textsuperscript{32} on the outskirts of Skopje.

Macedonia’s low levels of gas consumption softened the impact of cuts to supply in 2006 and 2009, when disputes over debt between Gazprom and the government of Ukraine temporarily halted deliveries from Russia to southeastern Europe. Macedonia successfully switched to heavy fuels to make up for the drop-off in gas. Consecutive governments have continued to support natural gas network expansion in the country and engaged with the Gazprom-led South Stream and Turkish Stream pipelines. In July 2013, the Macedonian government signed a bilateral agreement with Russia to construct an offshoot of South Stream although there was great uncertainty regarding how exactly to link Macedonia to the pipeline.\textsuperscript{33} After abandoning the project due to Brussels’s pressure,\textsuperscript{34} Russian President Vladimir Putin announced a new project, Turkish Stream, which would consist of two pipelines, each delivering a little less than 16 bcm of gas per year to Turkey. The first line would supply

\textsuperscript{31} Gazprom statistics on gas supply to Europe accessed at Gazprom’s official website: \url{http://www.gazpromexport.ru/en/statistics/}

\textsuperscript{32} The high gas price and the inflexible take-or-pay terms in the contract with Gazprom have placed financial strain on some of the major gas consumers in the country. For example, TE-TO, co-owned by Russia’s TKG-2 via its Macedonian subsidiary Balkan Energy Group, is controlled by Russian Senator and businessman Leonid Lebedev. The company accumulated around USD 120 million in gas debt to Gazprom (for the operation of two plants in Russia and one in Skopje), as reported in 2013. The exact amount of the gas debt in Macedonia alone is unknown due to the confidentiality of the agreement. TKG-2 owed Toplifikacija, the main heat distribution company, EUR 23 million at the end of 2013. Most of the debt was generated through a loan by Toplifikacija for the construction of CCHP in Skopje. In January 2017, the Russian bank VTB filed a claim in a Russian court to seize the heating plant in attempt to use the asset to recover some of TKG’s debt to the bank. The difficult financial situation of the owners of the heating plant created a debt cascade affecting the heat distribution company, which could lead at best to the decapitalization of the company causing, problems with the reliability of supply, and at worst a full halt of the plant’s operation, risking leaving 50,000 Skopje households without heat in the winter.


only the Turkish domestic market, while the second would transport gas either through Greece or Bulgaria to Macedonia, Serbia, and Hungary along a new pipeline, TESLA, and would terminate at the Baumgarten gas hub near Vienna. These plans are similar to the initial South Stream project plans, but only TESLA has been included in the European Commission’s Projects of Common Interest (PCI). PCI inclusion is a pre-condition for possible EU financing. The pipeline is scheduled for 2019, which is highly unrealistic considering the slow progress of Turkish Stream and the general opposition of the EU to a new Russian pipeline from the south. The inclusion of TESLA in the list of EU Projects of Common Interest (PCI) in 2015 seems to be the result of heavy lobbying on the part of Hungary, which has been the diplomatic leader in pushing TESLA through.

The former Macedonian government embraced TESLA and worked closely with a Russian gas construction company, Stroytransgaz, to extend the domestic natural gas pipeline network. Stroytransgaz is owned by US and EU-sanctioned Gennady Timchenko. The same company was reportedly responsible for constructing an offshoot of South Stream before the project’s cancellation. The cancelled project was planned at USD 200-300 million and would have been partially financed by the Russian state as a way to repay USD 60 million in Soviet-era debt to Macedonia. Russia’s Finance Ministry announced in February 2017 that it would clear the debt to Macedonia by the end of the year. In effect, by repaying this longstanding gas debt to Macedonia by financing the expansion of domestic pipeline infrastructure, Russia would finance a company with strong ties to Kremlin that had previously received billions of dollars through other pipeline projects in Russia and Europe.

Despite the failure of South Stream and the somewhat unclear fate of TESLA, the government has partially followed through with plans for the expansion of its network. In August 2016, Stroytransgaz completed the construction of a 96 km, USD 75 million Klecovce-Negotino pipeline, linking Macedonia with the Serbian gas system. The company also planned to complete a link to Greece, where it would allegedly connect to the second line of the Turkish Stream pipeline at the border. In October 2016, Macedonia’s and Greece’s transmission operators, MER and DESFA, signed an agreement to connect their networks via a 160 km interconnector between Stip, where the extension of the Russian-built Klekovce-Negotino pipeline ends. This new pipeline is a welcome move in the process of gas diversification that could possibly link the Macedonian gas system with Azeri gas flowing through the Trans-Adriatic

36 Ibid.
39 “Macedonia completes part of its gas network”, economynews.bg, 01.08.2016.
Pipeline (TAP). Unfortunately, consecutive Macedonian governments have balked at this opportunity to diversify the gas supply. Instead, government officials have decided to pursue economically unrealistic, contractually rigid, Gazprom-managed pipeline projects: South Stream, Turkish Stream, and TESLA. The decision to begin large-scale gasification exclusively with a company close to the Kremlin (Stroytransgaz) and Gazprom in order to recoup its Soviet-era debt is a typical example of a region-wide pattern of Balkan governments ignoring their national interests for the sake of geopolitical delusions that have been nurtured by Russian and domestically-produced propaganda.

The key economic misconception associated with the South Stream project was that hosting a large Russian gas pipeline would transform local economies, create thousands of jobs, and generate new businesses. In this telling, the pipeline construction would benefit Balkan countries through cheaper natural gas, which would, in turn, facilitate expanded gas transmission. These opinions were not grounded in fact or detailed economic impact assessments, but were based on the statements of high-level politicians and certain business leaders. The other myth – that the Russian pipeline project would bring more energy security to the host countries – was thoroughly debunked by the experience of Ukraine and Belarus, which have both faced continued supply disruptions despite serving as the main transit countries for Russian gas.

Bosnia and Herzegovina has fallen into the same trap. The country is fully dependent on Russian imports. Natural gas covers around 25 percent of the needs of the central heating utilities (the rest comes from fuel oil), but is otherwise insignificant for the country’s energy sector. Bosnia and Herzegovina paid the second-highest gas import price in 2013 at USD 515/1,000 cubic meters, trailing only Macedonia at USD 564. In southeastern Europe, Bosnia and Herzegovina was one of the hardest hit by the 2009 drop-off in Russian gas transit through Ukraine during a price dispute between Gazprom and Naftogaz that saw gas supplies halved. In 2015, natural gas made up only around four percent of the total final energy consumption, and in absolute numbers, has not gone beyond 220 million cubic meters per annum. Despite the limited use of natural gas in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Russia has sought to take advantage of the country’s import dependence to exacerbate divisions between the country’s entities.

The relationship with Gazprom remains largely asymmetrical, in which the Russian supplier often uses its monopoly position to play FBiH and
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RS against each other. For example, in February 2015, the head of RS’s GAS RES gas supplier and the CEO of Gazprom signed a new agreement for direct gas supply to the entity, bypassing one of FBiH’s gas suppliers – namely BH Gas – at preferential pricing terms, after talks between the CEO of Gazprom and President Dodik in September 2014. The contract stipulated that Gazprom would deliver 106 million cubic meters of gas to RS from July 1, 2015, to December 31, 2016. The agreement was tied to a newly-created joint company (60 percent for Gazprom and 40 percent for RS), as compared to 51 percent to 49 percent in Serbia and 50 percent and 50 percent in Bulgaria, to construct an offshoot of South Stream from RS to FBiH. The state government was not consulted on this issue at all, though. Although energy sector governance is within the competencies of each entity, RS, with a geographic advantage thanks to its proximity to Serbia’s infrastructure, has significant power over the gas supply to FBiH.

Both FBiH and RS expected that South Stream would resolve their problems with gas shortages due to bottlenecks on the existing pipeline network caused by disputes between the two entities. The goal of the leadership of RS was to construct 280 km of gas pipelines to the capital of the entity, Banja Luka, and 46 residential areas in RS. This plan is in an RS gasification plan dating to 2002, when the company Slavija International, from Laktasi, Dodik’s birthplace and a stronghold of his Alliance of Independent Social Democrats (SNSD), was awarded a concession contract for construction of a 480 km-long gas pipeline along the Sava river. South Stream would follow exactly the same route with a capacity of between 1.5 bcm/yr to 1.7 bcm/yr. In concluding the South Stream agreement, RS however circumvented FBiH and the state government, effectively blocking any access to the planned pipeline beyond the gas distribution network operated by RS. According to RS estimates, direct and indirect losses for Bosnia and Herzegovina from the cancellation of South Stream exceeded EUR two billion.

On the part of FBiH, Gazprom concluded supply contracts with BH Gas and Energoinvest on an annual basis, with the latest valid until the end of 2017. BH Gas is the single wholesale supplier and one of two gas system operators in the entity (the other one is Gas Promet). In RS, there is another gas transmission operator, SarajevoGas Istocno Sarajevo. Between FBiH and RS, there is only one connection with the domestic transmission system at Zvornik, located in RS. Constant ethnic political infighting and the fact that there are three different transmission operators have contributed to the system’s underperformance and supply shortages. The fact that there are two different gas sector laws and reg-
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46 Article of Deutsche Welle of December 4, 2014: [http://www.dw.com/hr/i-bih-ostala-bez-milijunskih-investicija/a-18109661](http://www.dw.com/hr/i-bih-ostala-bez-milijunskih-investicija/a-18109661)

Exploiting Governance Deficits in Vulnerable Sectors

Exploiting governance deficits in vulnerable sectors means that gas suppliers face significant difficulties in shipping gas from one entity to the other, as capacity booking rules differ and limited cooperation between operators means that physical gas bottlenecks often halt the gas supply.

Since the natural gas sector is regulated at the entity level and there are three separate TSOs (BH Gas in the FBiH and Gas Promet and Sarajevogas Istocno Sarajevo in RS), the transmission system is used very inefficiently.\footnote{European Energy Community (2017). Annual Implementation Report. September 1, 2017, Energy Community Secretariat.} In addition, the network’s extensions since 2013, such as the construction of the Zenica-Travnik in FBiH and the Sepak-Bjeljina pipelines in RS, which aimed to alleviate bottlenecks and expand access for final consumers to the gas supply, are not in operation. A lawsuit filed by the lead contractor, which had complained about the arbitrary termination of its construction contract by BH Gas, blocked the former.\footnote{Center for Investigative Reporting (CIN). (2016). Expensive and Useless Pipeline. September 22, 2016, accessed on December 18, 2017 at https://www.cin.ba/en/skupi-beskorisni-gasovod/} The latter is not functioning due to a dispute about who should operate the pipeline between the TSO, Sarajevogas Istocno Sarajevo, which is also the distribution system operator (DSO), and the retail supplier GAS RES, owned by the government of RS-government-owned.

The main reason for the inefficiencies of the gas sector, which Russia exploited to prevent energy system integration between FBiH and RS, is non-compliance with the EU Third Energy Package. Neither FBiH nor RS have unbundled the transmission and supply activities of their respective gas companies, BH Gas and Sarajevogas Istocno Sarajevo. The government of RS has explicitly provided an exemption from the unbundling rules for distribution companies with fewer than 100,000 customers (an almost impossible target), which are the same companies involved in the supply and trading of gas. Persistent violations of the EU natural gas acquis by Bosnia and Herzegovina have pushed the Energy Community to impose so-far unspecified measures against both entities’ governments. These could include, among others, the withdrawal of EU funding for energy infrastructure projects, and even Bosnia’s expulsion from the Energy Community Treaty. The latter would significantly delay accession talks with the EU, in which energy is one of the key negotiation chapters.

Russia has pursued different strategies vis-à-vis FBiH and RS, which can be explained by its geopolitical priorities. Another example of RS’s preferential treatment by Gazprom is an agreement signed with Russia in 2017. According to this agreement, GAS RES is not obliged to participate in a repayment of the USD 98 million gas debt accumulated by Bosnia and Herzegovina for gas supplies from Russia during the 1992–1995 war, and only BH Gas from FBiH should be responsible.\footnote{Garaca, Maja (2017). “Russia seeks repayment of $98 mln gas debt from Bosnia,” May 16, 2017, accessed on November 13, 2017 at https://seenews.com/news/russia-seeks-repayment-of-98-mln-gas-debt-from-bosnia-report-568868#sthash.WBI6PSFD.dpuf} In May 2017, Russia sought through official means full repayment of the debt, following a March 2017 deal between Bosnia and Herzegovina and Russia on the set-
tlement of the USD 125.2 million outstanding debt of the USSR to Socialist Yugoslavia.\textsuperscript{51} FBiH was to receive 58 percent, or USD 72.6 million, from the debt; RS – 29 percent or USD 36.3 million; Bosnian state institutions – USD 10 percent or 12.5 million; and the Brcko district – three percent or USD 3.8 million.\textsuperscript{52}

Bosnia and Herzegovina was the last of the states of the former Yugoslavia to resolve its debt dispute with Russia, doing so only in 2017. Additionally, Bosnia and Herzegovina was the only Balkan country to receive its post-Yugoslav share of the clearance of the Russian debt in cash. The BH Gas company complained that the settlement of the gas debt issue was purposefully mismanaged to the benefit of RS.\textsuperscript{53}

As a consequence of the redistribution of the debt burden entirely to FBiH, the financial situation of BH Gas has become precarious, which may potentially endanger Sarajevo’s supply in the winter of 2017-18. After receiving the cash reimbursement from Moscow, it still owes Gazprom USD 25.4 million. FBiH has also expressed concerns that RS could use its geographic position as a transit region for the gas pipeline via Zvornik, in RS, and cut the gas supply to FBiH under pressure from Gazprom. RS has already cooperated with the Russian supplier to circumvent FBiH in the South Stream negotiations and disrupt the construction of new pipelines to alternative sources of gas. Full control of the natural gas supply to the whole territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina by RS would create a risk for gas consumers in FBiH, which accounts for half of the total gas demand in the country.

Faced with the abandonment of South Stream and a lack of progress on the TESLA pipeline, Russia has adopted a new strategy of shipping more gas to RS. In mid-December 2017, GAS RES and Gazprom SPG, a subsidiary of the Russian state-owned gas giant, agreed to form a joint venture to build a liquefied natural gas (LNG) plant in the town of Zvornik on the border with Serbia, where the Russian gas enters RS.\textsuperscript{54} The new project could be interpreted as an attempt to replace South Stream.

Furthermore, RS has worked to prevent the opening of a new gas supply route to FBiH from Croatia, so that RS can maintain its monopoly over supply to FBiH. To achieve this, RS has limited the scope and size of a low-pressure gas pipeline that is planned to be built exclusively for the needs of the Oil Refinery in Brod (a company privatized with Russian capital in a deal brokered by RS authorities). For full-scale gas diversification in FBiH to succeed, there is a need for a high-pressure gas pipeline such as the previously proposed Brod-Zenica interconnector from Croatia (the North-South pipeline). This gas pipeline built by BH-Gas and financed by EBRD would have provided not only FBiH, but the whole country with access to an alternative source of supply. The


\textsuperscript{52} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{53} Ibid.

North-South pipeline would also diminish the use of fuel oil for heat generation in district heating plants across the country, a major source of pollution.

RS has always objected to a North-South pipeline project, instead proposing the Sava pipeline (also known as the East-West pipeline), which would also reach the Croatian border shipping Russian gas. Sava was conceived by Gazprom and the Serbian gas supplier, Srbijagas, in 2002, but did not advance. The project appears to be dead, especially after the cancellation of South Stream, which would have supplied Sava with Russian gas. For now, only the North-South pipeline can potentially be revived if RS does not continue to sabotage the project.

Croatia and FBiH took steps to revive the North-South pipeline in 2017. In April, Plinacro (a Croatian Gas Company) and BH Gas agreed to cooperate in connecting a gas transmission network through Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina through a EUR 80 million, 160-km pipeline, so that FBiH could be connected to a planned Krk LNG terminal on the Adriatic coast. The gas pipeline would, according to this agreement, connect Zagvozd, Imotski, Posusje, and Travnik/Novi Travnik. Adding this alternative would help Bosnia and Herzegovina fulfil the requirements of the Energy Community, according to which the country must have more than three sources of gas supply. The planned new pipeline network connecting Bosnia and Herzegovina and Croatia represent a part of the Energy Community initiative to complete a Gas Ring within the Western Balkans, which would connect to the IAP pipeline along the Adriatic coast and eventually to TAP in Albania. Although RS would also benefit from receiving diversified gas supplies, the entity decided to focus on Russia-led gas pipelines originating in Serbia instead.

Another associated problem with small pipeline projects such as Sava and North-South in the Balkans is the lack of investment interest in a small gas market with poor prospects for significant expansion. In general, the lack of gas demand makes it difficult to justify the high investment costs. It has been difficult for Bosnia and Herzegovina to reconcile the importance of diversification for the security of supply with its limited economic viability. Demand has been low because gasification rates are among the lowest in the region, and household gasification has not been attractive due to high prices caused by inefficiency and regulatory fragmentation.

Russian presence in the oil sector is greater and much more direct. Between 2003 and 2008, Russian state-owned and private companies gained significant – or as in the case of Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, dominant – control over the oil markets. In Serbia, Gazprom purchased
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57 The Energy Community ensures the implementation of the EU energy acquis in the member-countries. The Regulation Concerning Measures to Safeguard Security of Gas Supply (994/2010/EU) stipulating the three-sources rule is part of the acquis.
the national oil company, NIS, in 2008, while the private Russian company Lukoil bought out the second biggest fuels retailer, Beopetrol, in 2003. These two Russian companies dominate the upstream, refining, wholesale and retail sectors. According to 2015 data, NIS owns 325 gas stations (24 percent of all gas stations in Serbia), while Lukoil has 148 (10 percent), making them the two biggest retailers in Serbia. In addition, NIS supplies 78 percent of the fuels sold by other competitive retail gas stations. This data suggests that Russian-owned firms have almost full control and monopoly over the fuels market, with more than a third of the retail market, all upstream production, and most wholesale storage facilities. In addition, of 1,576 thousand tons of petroleum products sold on Serbia’s retail market in 2014, 642 (41 percent) were sold at NIS gas stations. This data suggests Russia has almost complete control of the oil market and thereby reaps enormous profits from its monopoly. While crude oil prices fell by more than half in 2014, retail gasoline and diesel prices fell between 4.4 percent and 10.4 percent, far below the decline registered in European oil trading indices such as the Platt’s Mediterranean Quote.

In Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Russian state-owned oil company Zarubezhneft won privatization tenders for two refineries, Rafinerija Nafte Brod and the Modrica motor oil processing facility, for a combined EUR 125.8 million in 2007, far below the initial asking price of EUR 285 million in 2005. Russian officials described the project as both politically and economically part of a broader strategy to strengthen alliances with countries of the Western Balkans (Zarubezhneft took a loan from the Russian state-owned Development Bank to buy the two refineries). The refineries became the core of the Russian-owned Optima Group, which by 2011 contributed 19 percent of Bosnia and Herzegovina’s GDP, according to the company’s annual report. Zarubezhneft also acquired an 80 percent share in the Nestro Petrol wholesale and retail fuels supplier, now the country’s largest gas station chain. Thus, Optima Group controls roughly

---

58 The company has aggressively expanded throughout the region, entering the wholesale and retail fuel markets of Serbia, Romania, Bulgaria and Bosnia and Herzegovina, and now operates 400 fuel stations in the region. NIS operates 37 gas stations in Bosnia and Herzegovina, making it among the top four retailers (11 percent of the total fuels market) in the country.


60 Sito-Sucic. (2009). “Bosnian refinery reopening shows Russia’s hand,” New York Times, January 6, 2009, accessed on November 15, 2017 at http://www.nytimes.com/2009/01/06/business/worldbusiness/06bht-bosoil.4.19127279.html. In 2011, RS granted a Zarubezhneft-NIS joint venture, Jadran-Naftagas, a 28-year exclusive concession for the exploration and production of oil and gas on its territory (but not on the territory of FBiH). Jadran Naftagas would invest USD 41 million in exploration for the first three years, and USD 188 million for the next 25 years. So far, oil reserves have been discovered in several places in northeastern Bosnia and Herzegovina, which could further increase Russia’s presence in the oil sector, if and when production starts. However, despite the initial excitement, there has been little activity on the blocks so far. In 2011, RS granted a Zarubezhneft-NIS joint venture, Jadran-Naftagas, a 28-year exclusive concession for the exploration and production of oil and gas on its territory (but not on the territory of FBiH). Jadran Naftagas would invest USD 41 million in exploration for the first three years, and USD 188 million for the next 25 years.

61 Zarubezhneft 2011 Annual Report. This figure significantly exceeds the Russian corporate footprint as analyzed by turnover, which estimates the share that the turnover of Russian companies plays in the economy’s total turnover.
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35 percent of Bosnia and Herzegovina’s wholesale fuels market. This percentage represents a decrease from 60 percent in 2011, the result of increasing competition from the Croatian company INA, and the entry of smaller traders such as Gazprom-owned NIS, with a seven percent market share. However, Zarubezhneft’s ownership of both refineries and the bulk of the oil infrastructure in the country enables it to moderate supply and undermine its competition.

In Macedonia and Montenegro, Lukoil has expanded its market presence to become the second largest retail supplier of fuels. Makpetrol is the biggest distributor of oil products, with around half of all gas stations in Macedonia, while in Montenegro, the market leader is Jugopetrol, owned by the partially state-owned Greek company Hellenic Petroleum.

Lukoil currently controls around ten percent of final fuel sales in each country and is not able to influence price-setting with the same success as in neighboring Bulgaria, where Lukoil owns the largest refinery in southeastern Europe and exports more than half its production to Macedonia, Greece, Turkey, Serbia and Montenegro. Before 2012, Macedonia imported most of its crude oil from Russia (though imports fell from USD 497 million in 2012 to nearly nothing in 2014). Currently, Macedonia is fully dependent on the import of crude oil from the port of Thessaloniki in Greece via a pipeline to the OKTA refinery near Skopje, purchased by Hellenic Petroleum in 1999. In order to cover some of its debt obligations to its international creditors, the Greek government previously offered to sell its state share in Hellenic Petroleum. Both Lukoil and Gazprom expressed interest in the purchase. If the Greek company had come under Russian control, this would have significantly increased Russia’s corporate presence in the Macedonian and Montenegrin oil sectors.

Allegations of corruption have marred the expansion of Russia’s corporate footprint in the region’s oil sector. These allegations arise at all stages: during the privatization of oil assets, implementation of privatization agreements, and the abuse of dominant market positions for non-competitive pricing and tax evasion. Gazprom’s below-market-price purchase of the controlling stake in NIS has raised serious questions and has led to some allegations of corruption. The total value of NIS, according to the preliminary estimates of privatization advisors in 2006, was between EUR 1.2 and 1.6 billion. In other words, 51 percent of NIS was worth EUR 612-816 million (excluding the value of domestic oil reserves). Interestingly, the agreement and its associated protocol set the purchasing price for

---

62 Zarubezhneft 2016 Annual Report. In 2011, the company controlled close to half of the whole market.


64 Even before his election, Alexander Vucic criticized the corrupt nature of the agreement with Gazprom and the acquisition of NIS, saying that a higher share of its profit should be transferred to the state budget, and the proceeds should be used to repay Srbijagas’s debt to Gazprom. When Vucic became Serbia’s Prime Minister, Serbia’s prosecutor opened an investigation into the 2008 deal. Media reported that the investigation was to pressure the Russian side to take over the petrochemical company Petrohemija, which in 2014 owed around EUR 20 million to NIS for the fuel it was using for its production. The investigation was completed in 2016, but no indictment was issued.
the controlling stake in NIS at EUR 400 million, with the obligation that Gazprom would finance a modernization program worth EUR 500 million. Gazprom then borrowed funds to fulfill its obligation instead of using its own equity. By using debt instead of equity, Gazprom committed NIS to repay the loan with interest. In addition, the Agreement granted Gazprom favorable terms for the extraction of oil and gas in Serbia. It set NIS’s mining tax at three percent (lower than the seven percent tax for other companies, and far below international practice of between 15 and 30 percent), and exempted NIS from future tax increases until the company becomes viable. Considering Gazprom’s massive modernization project and ongoing oil and gas exploration, such terms may mean that the Serbian state has decided to forego a great amount of potential future revenue. Most Serbian energy officials claim that the mining tax for NIS should remain the same until the agreement’s expiration in 2038. In 2009, the Serbian Constitutional Court upheld the constitutionality of the bilateral agreement.65 The Russian company’s favorable mining tax treatment and its excessively privileged position on the market are among the most contentious points of the deal.66

The privatization of Beopetrol by Lukoil in 2003 also raised concerns about Russian involvement. According to the privatization agreement, Lukoil pledged to invest USD 106.8 million in the company’s infrastructure. In a September 2013 report on Beopetrol’s privatization, the Serbian Anti-Corruption Council said that Lukoil never honored the agreement, causing damage to the company equivalent to millions of US dollars. According to the Council’s report, instead of investing in Beopetrol’s infrastructure, Lukoil violated the privatization arrangement by actually dipping into Beopetrol’s funds to lend the parent company USD 120 million, or around 90 percent of what it had just paid to purchase this state-owned company. The Council claimed that Serbia’s Agency for Privatization never really controlled the process and never prevented Lukoil from proceeding with the loan transfers.67 Moreover, Lukoil’s then-head in Serbia, Srdjan Dabic, who was involved in the privatization, has been linked to a Belgrade mayor, Sinisa Mali (a close associate of Serbia’s then-Prime Minister, Aleksander Vucic), who bought 14 apartments on the Black Sea


66 The mining royalty for NIS (Gazprom) is seven percent of the revenue, while the company pays just three percent. In many other oil and gas producing countries, the royalty is between 20 and 30 percent.
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coast from Dabic for USD 6.1 million in 2012. Mali denied that he bought the apartments.

Non-transparent and non-competitive privatization processes have been used systematically to acquire strategic assets in the region. In a similar fashion, Russia has acquired oil, gas, minerals, and manufacturing assets in Serbia, Bulgaria, Macedonia, and Montenegro. These agreements often undervalue the assets, and the new owners often fail to implement agreed-upon investment plans, while managing the companies into losses and decapitalization. There is often also a substantial indirect effect on the states themselves, as these large loss-making companies typically do not pay corporate taxes and fail to create new jobs, which can generate fiscal and socio-economic vulnerabilities.

Similarly, the refinery privatization in Bosnia and Herzegovina occurred without tenders and without any public debate. It was completed quickly, possibly to rescue three bankrupt state-owned companies with debts of over EUR 72 million. Zarubezhneft pledged to pay off the arrears and invest an additional EUR 600 to 700 million in modernizing the facilities. An independent audit by Deloitte in 2015 showed that Optima Group was facing a severe debt crisis, with short-term debts exceeding assets by EUR 20 million (the company’s total debt was over EUR 320 million in 2016), and that a number of suspicious transactions had been conducted by the holding’s management. Opposition leaders and some experts alleged that these transactions were by potential sources for money laundering operations by the leadership of RS, as well as to channel Russian political support. Another theory is that Russia threatened to cut the crude oil supply to the Brod refinery unless it came under the ownership of a Russian company.

RS did not enforce the refineries sale’s conditions, which included investments in the modernization of the facilities. By 2016, Optima Group had invested barely EUR 120 million in modernizing the production facilities and raising the output capacity of the refineries (representing six times less than the initial pledge of at least EUR 675 million). Since then, there have been a number of high-level meetings involving the management of Zarubezhneft and President Dodik, during which it was reported that the Russians promised millions in further investment.

---

68 Ibid.
71 Ibid.
73 Ibid.
75 Optima Group website page accessed on November 15 at http://optimagrupa.net/en/o-nama/
Most recently, in June 2017, Zarubezhneft announced its construction plans for a low-pressure gas pipeline from the Brod refinery to Croatia that would alleviate the high levels of air pollution in both Croatia and RS’s Brod valley. The announcement came less than a month after a meeting of the foreign ministers of Russia and Croatia on the pollution issue in Slavonski Brod. BH Gas objected to this construction project, claiming that it would block an alternative gas interconnector from Bosnia to Croatia supplying both entities, as well as the Brod refinery.

The accumulation of a debt of around EUR 300 million by the Brod refinery has also affected its production levels and has prompted its management to begin selling some non-essential assets. According to a leader of the People’s Democratic Movement (NDP), this is not consistent with the privatization contract. The auditing company KPMG stated in a 2016 report that Optima Group would not survive without a bailout from the parent company. However, continued negative financial results have not prompted the sale of the whole business, and some experts claim that Optima Group has preserved its position in the country for political reasons.

### Leveraging Russian Presence in the Financial Sector

#### Banking

Although Russia’s presence in the finance, banking and insurance sectors is limited, the recent default of Croatian retail giant Agrokor on a loan from Russian state-owned Sberbank could provide Moscow with an excellent opportunity to expand its political influence in the region. If Agrokor’s subsidiaries in Serbia fail, it could trigger a domino effect of bankruptcies of the hundreds of businesses dependent on supplying on Agrokor, which in turn could lead to mass layoffs and, consequently, social unrest and political instability.

Before describing the fallout of Agrokor’s debt crisis, this report explores the structure of Russia’s presence in the financial sectors of Western Balkan countries. Over the past decade, two major Russian state-owned banks have been active in the region: Moskovska Banka, now part of the VTB group, which opened its first branch in 2008 as a greenfield investment, and the Russian state-owned Sberbank, which entered the market in 2012 by purchasing the banking arm of Volksbank International in Central and

---

77 Ibid.
78 Ibid.
Eastern Europe. Another small domestic institution, the Marfin bank, was recently taken over by the Czech Expobank, owned by a Russian businessman, Igor Vladimirovich Kim; there is some anecdotal evidence of Kim’s links with President Putin. Of the four countries assessed, these banks operate only in Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Upon entering Serbia, Sberbank expressed its readiness to invest EUR 100 million in Serbian export companies tied to the Russian market, as well as to help attract a strategic partner to purchase the Smederevo Steel Plant. To date, Sberbank has not significantly increased its market share in Serbia, and maintains the relatively low profitability of its previous owner. In addition, the bank’s initial plans to finance the acquisition of the Smederevo steel plant did not go beyond a formal agreement, and cooperation with companies exporting to Russia did not materialize in large numbers. Sberbank has preserved the investment policy of its Austrian predecessor and has not gotten involved in developing business cooperation with the largest privately-owned companies in Serbia, since local businessmen own many of these companies. Sberbank considers these businesses risky, as several banks in Serbia collapsed in 2008-2015, supposedly due to political meddling into their business. Sberbank, however, was interested in purchasing the Komercijalna Banka or Banka Intesa (a Serbian subsidiary of Italy’s Banca Intesa) in late 2013, as the latter has been the biggest creditor of Srbijagas. No agreement was reached though, and there have been no new developments in the past four years.

Sberbank has 51 offices in Bosnia and Herzegovina. According to an assessment of the banking sector by the IMF published in 2015, Sberbank is the sixth-largest financial institution in the country by assets. It has around 100,000 clients and EUR 593 million in assets (five percent of total bank assets). In other words, this is almost twice its assets as compared with 2012, when Sberbank entered the market. Its loans and deposit portfolios have also been steadily rising, to around EUR 473 million and EUR 390 million in 2016. Sberbank’s interests are primarily in corporate finance and energy projects.

Sberbank is more active in RS, where it is the fourth-largest bank. It also services Optima Group and an energy company, EFT. EFT is owned by offshore companies in the UK that are reportedly under the ultimate control of a Serbian businessman, Vuk Hamovic. The UK Serious Fraud Office previously investigated Hamovic for international corruption related to the alleged rigging of electricity-trading deals

83 Interview with the source close to Sberbank Serbia August 7, 2017.
84 Ibid.
and manipulation of foreign aid payments, though the case was dropped. In 2014, Sberbank financed EFT’s 21.2 million purchase of coal processing and transportation equipment for a Stanari coalmine. The mine was intended to supply coal to EFT’s 300-MW Stanari thermal power plant, constructed with a 350 million EUR loan provided by the China Development Bank.

As a whole, Sberbank’s activity in the Western Balkans has been relatively passive. Yet one important exception is the bank’s assertive investment in the region’s largest retailer, Croatian holding Agrokor. The company, the owner of which, Ivica Todoric, has been reported to have close ties to Croatia’s government over the years, has functioned as a highly centralized and in many respects unrefomed business. Relying heavily on bank loans, the company has expanded into almost all countries of the Western Balkan. In early 2017, Agrokor employed some 60,000 people throughout the region and had an income equal to roughly 15 percent of Croatian GDP. The company simultaneously accumulated large debts, totaling around USD 6.4 billion or six times its equity. It owes around 18 percent of its debt to Sberbank, while VTB has provided around EUR 300 million in loans (5.4 percent of the total) (See Fig. 8). Sberbank also supported Agrokor’s acquisition of a Slovenian retailer, Merkator, in 2014, which in turn owned the Serbian chain Roda. At the time of the Merkator buy-out by Agrokor, Western creditors were skeptical of the company’s ability to finance the purchase. Sberbank was the only institution that backed the Croatian holding, providing it with a EUR 600 million loan, followed by a second EUR 400 million loan to improve the company’s financial health. Agrokor used the shares of some of its major subsidiaries to secure the second loan, including the Croatia-based PIK Vinkovci, Ledo, Zvijezda, and Jamnica.

Despite ballooning debt and unsustainable growth, Agrokor remained relatively stable until February 2017, when Russian Ambassador to Croatia Anvar Azimov threatened that Agrokor “will have to repay the loans from Russia and Russian banks or will face the consequences.” He added that the company had financial problems and that this time, Russian banks would not come to its rescue. The statement sent shockwaves through the market. In the following days, credit agencies downgraded Agrokor’s long-term debt rating, which led to a stampede of creditors asking for the repayment of their loans. Sberbank later clarified that the bank was not interested in acquiring Agrokor’s businesses, but only in improving the holding’s management.

---

In an attempt to consolidate Agrokor, in March 2017, Sberbank gathered four other creditors (Privredna banka Zagreb, Reifeisen banka Austria, VTB Banka Austria AG, and Zagrebacka banka) and issued one large syndicated loan with the condition that Agrokor appoint new management, consisting of independent experts. At the same time, Croatia adopted a special law that would restructure the management of companies with systemic importance for the economy (later dubbed “Lex Agrokor”), with the immediate purpose of stabilizing Agrokor. This law effectively prevented a potential Sberbank takeover of Agrokor. This was likely part of the talks between President Grabar-Kitarović of Croatia and President Putin in Sochi on October 19, 2017.93

“Lex Agrokor” imposes compulsory state administration for companies with more than 5,000 employees and debt levels higher than EUR one billion, depending on the company’s loan agreement. Slovenia’s Parliament similarly introduced “Lex Mercator” to protect the use of the Slovenian subsidiary of Agrokor to cover Agrokor’s debt. Croatia installed a special administration in early 2017 to run the company for the following 15 months. The new management succeeded in persuading a fund of American Knighthead Capital Management (AKCM) specializing in distressed companies to secure a EUR 480 million loan to Agrokor. Sberbank rejected the deal and proceeded to claim its Serbian and Bosnian assets, which had been used as securities for its loan to Agrokor. However, the Serbian Commercial Court did not allow Lex Agrokor to apply to the subsidiaries in Serbia. Consequently, Sberbank was able to begin a lawsuit claiming its Serbian assets as loan guarantees in July-August 2017. The Serbian court decided to rule against Lex Agrokor in order to protect Serbian companies from potential bankruptcy during a resale.

Clearly, the Agrokor crisis has the potential to critically affect the Serbian economy. In Serbia, Agrokor owns a supermarket chain (made up of three brands), a retail credit card company, pastry and ice cream companies, a mineral water and sunflower oil producer, real estate management companies, and various consultancies. Agrokor directly employs 11,200 workers, or 16 percent of all employees of Russian-controlled or -related

companies in the country.\textsuperscript{94} Merkator-S, which is the second biggest retailer in Serbia with around EUR 867 million in revenue in 2016, has 350 diverse supermarkets under its purview, making it one of the largest companies in Serbia in terms of turnover and employees. The company works with at least 660 domestic suppliers with enormous significance for small-town economies.

Not surprisingly, Serbia pledged to prevent companies under Agrokor’s ownership from suffering any direct damage and in April 2017 announced that it would introduce temporary measures in commercial courts to protect these companies.\textsuperscript{95} Following this statement, Sberbank filed multiple requests in Serbian commercial courts to block the disposition of companies’ property related to Agrokor. Serbian law prevents a foreign-owned parent company from guaranteeing loans with the property of subsidiaries in Serbia. This effectively supported the Sberbank request. The courts introduced additional temporary measures that the forbid creditors of Agrokor companies from expatriating affected Serbian property.

During the Agrokor crisis, the Serbian mainstream media however reported that several businesspeople who could be connected to Russia were interested in taking over the ailing subsidiaries in Serbia.\textsuperscript{96} Rodoljub Draskovic, a brother-in-law of Danica Draskovic, a current member of the Board of Directors of NIS, is one of the most prominent of these individuals. Because Sberbank has indicated that it would not like to run the Agrokor subsidiary businesses itself, it is possible that the Russian financial institution will sell them to private owners. So far, the Serbian government and the courts have assisted Sberbank in its fight for control of Agrokor’s assets. By allowing asset transfers to companies with ties to Russia, Moscow could potentially penetrate deeper into the Serbian economy. The extensive reach of Mercator-S into the Serbian economy could represent a future vulnerability.

The restructuring of Agrokor would also necessarily have an effect on its Bosnian subsidiaries, including one of the largest retail chains, Konzum, which recorded revenue of EUR 434 million in 2015 and employed 4,154 people in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Agrokor has a total of eight subsidiaries in Bosnia and Herzegovina, with a total of over 5,000 employees.

Konzum’s potential sale could have a domino effect of failing suppliers. It has more than 100 suppliers, including large meat and dairy plants.\textsuperscript{97} Konzum owes them around EUR 66.5 million. So far, these suppliers have agreed to cooperate with Agrokor in a debt-restructuring program that


\textsuperscript{97} Among the biggest suppliers are the following companies: Coca Cola, AS Jelah Group, Atacco, Violeta, Orbico, Megamix, Milkos, Meggle, Akova, Perutnina Ptuj and Bimal Brcko.
started in September 2017. In May 2017, Agrokor decided to put its Slovenian subsidiary, Mercator, in charge of the holding's business in Bosnia and Herzegovina, amid complaints by suppliers of not receiving regular payments for their deliveries. The deal specifies that Mercator will take over 83 of 253 stores operated by Agrokor in the country. Konzum also received a EUR 120 million injection from its fellow Agrokor subsidiaries in the country, which should be used to restructure the company's debts to suppliers. Agrokor also agreed to restructure into Konzum shares EUR 34.6 million in claims of two other Agrokor subsidiaries in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Ledo Čitluk and Sarajevski Kiseljak. In addition, Konzum Sarajevo is set to receive a EUR 15 million loan from the main Agrokor holding.

The Agrokor affair demonstrates one instance of Sberbank’s expanding control over the retail sector in the Western Balkans. Apart from

this case, a number of reports implicated Sberbank in the alleged facilitation of a suspected money laundering operation in 2012, which involved a majority share acquisition of Bosnia’s largest pharmaceutical company, Bosnalijek,103 by a Luxembourg-registered offshore fund, Haden.104 Sberbank gave a EUR four million loan to Haden to finance the costs of purchasing Bosnalijek shares without reporting the operation to the Department for Combating Money Laundering and the Financing of Terrorism, and the Financial and Intelligence Department of the State Investigative and Protection Agency in Bosnia and Herzegovina (SIPA).105 The bank supervision agency filed a criminal complaint against Sberbank for not disclosing the loan to Haden and the facilitation of another transfer of USD 5.76 million from Luxembourg to Haden’s account in Sberbank’s Sarajevo branch. Bosnia’s prosecutor began an investigation into a possible money-laundering scheme, but after two years of proceedings, no indictments were filed against Sberbank. Some observers felt that the failure to file charges reflected the low level of capacity of investigators in Bosnia and Herzegovina to tackle complex cross-border cases.

Haden has also been associated in some reports with a large Russian pharmaceutical supplier, Imperia Pharma. Haden purchased 52 percent of Bosnalijek in two separate transactions through the Bosnian stock exchange for an estimated EUR 20 to 25 million.106 Following the entry of Imperia Pharma into Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bosnalijek increased its share, since 2013, in the Bosnian drug maker to over 50 percent. Currently, Bosnalijek sells 150 products in 14 countries in Southeast Europe, Russia, and some former Soviet republics, with revenue of EUR 78 million, close to 90 percent of which is generated in Russia.107 This excessive dependence on the Russian market could prove to be a vulnerability for the largest Bosnian drug maker. For example, following Montenegro’s joining NATO and its decision to align with the EU on sanctions, Russia banned wine imports from the state-owned Plantaze plant, which had generated most of its sales in Russia.108

Money laundering risks have long dogged the Bosnian banking system. SIPA previously raided several small banks in RS and arrested 10 financiers and bank regulatory officials, accusing them of colluding to facilitate corruption.109 The affected banks were Bobar, Pavlovic, and Banka

---

103 According to a 2013 IHS Markit study, Bosnalijek is the second largest pharmaceutical supplier in Bosnia and Herzegovina with around USD 21 million out of a USD 366 million market. The company’s market position has improved significantly over the last couple of years as its revenues jumped to close to EUR 80 million after its entry into Russia and Turkey.


105 Ibid.


Srpske, among others. According to a report of the High Representative, Bobar’s bankruptcy in 2014 (following the diversion of its funds) affected many public institutions, companies, and individuals.\textsuperscript{110} The scandal also involved RS President Dodik, who was accused by Bosnia’s Special Prosecutor of borrowing 750,000 EUR from Pavlovic Bank with a fictitious loan to purchase a luxury villa in Belgrade.\textsuperscript{111}

Russian companies have not limited their regional expansion to the banking and energy sectors. Large-scale acquisitions and significant capital inflows have been registered in the gambling, metallurgical, mining, real estate, and tourism sectors.

### Mining and Metallurgy

To date, Russia’s biggest and most strategically important investment in the Western Balkans is the 2005 takeover of two state-owned industries in Montenegro just prior to independence. Oleg Deripaska’s Rusal paid EUR 58.5 million for 65.4 percent of KAP and 32 percent of the Niksic bauxite mine. This agreement included the obligation that Deripaska repay EUR 90 million of the two state-owned companies’ legacy debt. Part of the privatization agreement stipulated that KAP receive electricity at preferential terms and prices from the state-owned power supplier, EPCG, until 2010.\textsuperscript{112}

After the electricity deal with EPCG expired, Rusal sought additional subsidies. Following the end of the preferential deal, the Russian owner of KAP attempted to obtain additional electricity subsidies after the expiration of its contract with the EPCG. It appeared that Deripaska’s plan was to ensure long-term electricity supply to the aluminum plant by also buying the only thermal power plant (TPP) and coal mine in Pljevlja, offering EUR 45 million for the TPP and EUR five million for the coal mine. Controlling the whole power supply chain would reduce KAP’s energy costs and provide the plant with uniform control over one of the most important inputs in aluminum production. The merger and acquisition was stopped by Parliament in June 2007 after a small group of MPs from the ruling party joined forces with the opposition to block the deal. Since its privatization, KAP has been the biggest consumer of electricity in Montenegro, at nearly two billion kWh (two TWh) annually, or close to half of the country’s total power demand.

The 2009 global economic crisis had an enormous impact on Deripaska’s businesses, with reportedly billions in losses. Especially hard hit was the aluminum industry, including KAP and Rusal. KAP generated enormous losses, and the company reduced the number of employees from 2,116 in 2007 to 1,344 in 2010. It appears that the Russian owner expected the Mon-

\textsuperscript{110} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{111} OCCRP (2016). Bosnia and Herzegovina: Police Bust Bank Owner Linked to RS President Dodik. February 13, 2016.

\textsuperscript{112} The power sale contract with the EPCG, which was valid until 2010, envisaged that in its first three years, KAP would receive two-thirds of the electricity under a preferential regime, while in the next two years, only half of the power would be bought for a discounted price.
tenegrin state to support the restructuring of KAP, following the logic of “too big to fail.”

CEAC and the government signed a new agreement in October 2010, according to which the Montenegrin state regained 29.36 percent of KAP and 31.45 percent of the bauxite mine. CEAC kept the management rights, and the government of Montenegro appointed board members with veto powers in both companies. Through the contract, Montenegro provided KAP with a state guarantee in the amount of EUR 135 million that would back new loans taken by the aluminum plant. In essence, the Russian owner of KAP received the exact terms requested – state loan guarantees, state debt forgiveness, a cut in the number of employees, and an additional EUR two million provided to KAP by the state budget for covering severance compensation. However, KAP did not secure a preferential electricity price.

In February 2011, Hungary’s OTP bank informed the government that the state guarantees would be activated, as KAP had not paid one of its credit installments. As a result, the Montenegrin government pursued action against the owners of KAP, which culminated with an order issued by the Ministry of the Economy to prepare for a state takeover of KAP, as the aluminum plant had failed to pay its electricity bills or the debts guaranteed by the state.

As bankruptcy proceedings began, CEAC initiated arbitration against the state of Montenegro, demanding compensation for EUR 100 million. KAP also expressed a willingness to reach an out-of-court settlement, apparently reasoning that such a decision would be beneficial for all sides, and especially for Montenegrin taxpayers. CEAC argued that the Montenegrin state violated several obligations set out in the privatization agreement and, although it did not announce the exact value of the dispute, it claimed that it would demand compensation for over EUR 600 million.

---

113 This did not prevent KAP from allegedly stealing 190.515 MWh of electricity worth EUR 9.6 million from the European interconnection mechanism in 2013, which was later paid by Montenegrin taxpayers. The electricity taking went through another state-owned company, Montenegrin Electric Transmission (CGES), which is further indication that this likely could not have happened without collusion with state actors.


114 Including debts for unpaid income taxes for 2006 and 2007, as well as almost EUR 15 million of unpaid taxes on employees’ salaries.

115 In early 2012, KAP owed EUR 28 million for electricity to EPCG with little prospect of repayment.

So far, CEAC has lost two arbitration cases against Montenegro – one at the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) arbitration tribunal (January 2017)\(^{117}\) and one at the International Center for Solving Investment Disputes (ICSID) (July 2016).\(^{118}\) At the end of 2016, Deripaska filed a lawsuit in a Cypriot court against Montenegro,\(^{119}\) claiming that, following his significant and well-timed investment in KAP and the bauxite mine, the Montenegrin state undertook a series of hostile measures to expel him from the company’s ownership. He asserted that Montenegro denied his investments fair and equal treatment, contrary to international law and contractual obligations.

The role of Russian companies in the mining and metallurgical sectors in Montenegro has revealed key governance deficits associated with privatization throughout the Western Balkans. KAP’s Russian owner took advantage of the government to obtain loan guarantees that were not supported by a proper economic assessment. A 2013 report by the State Audit Institution (SAI)\(^{120}\) of Montenegro concluded that KAP received loan guarantees without appropriate counter-guarantees, exposing the state to significant financial risk. State auditors further determined that state guarantees to KAP lacked a detailed cost-benefit analysis of the company’s financial status, as well as an analysis of the sustainability of its planned restructuring. SAI determined that the Economy and Finance ministries, as well as the State Aid Regulatory Commission, did not conduct a due diligence assessment of the financial position of KAP, and did not consider the findings of private auditors. SAI’s report claimed that financial indicators had demonstrated that KAP could not pay back the loans from its own resources, placing the profitability of the plant in question.

All guarantees that the Government gave to KAP were eventually paid by taxpayers. The lack of a detailed financial assessment of this foreign investor’s capacity to purchase the largest company in the country and implement the investment requirements specified in the initial agreement contributed to later controversies surrounding the renegotiation of the contract between the state and KAP’s Russian owner.

In Macedonia, there are similar deficits in governance. Jugohrom, an electrical and metallurgy plant owned by a chain of Cypriot- and Hong Kong-based offshore companies controlled by Russians Maxim Moskalev and Dimitry Agramakov,\(^{121}\) has racked up violations of environmental standards that have turned the city of Tetovo into one of the most


\(^{120}\) Državna revizorska insitucija, Izvještaj o reviziji: Državne garancije Vlade Crne Gore izdate u 2010. i 2011., April 29, 2013, [http://www.dri.co.me/1/doc/01-Konacni%20izvjes%20za%20garancije%2029%204%20KONACNA%20VERZIJA%20DRI.pdf](http://www.dri.co.me/1/doc/01-Konacni%20izvjes%20za%20garancije%2029%204%20KONACNA%20VERZIJA%20DRI.pdf)

polluted places in Europe. The plant is one of Macedonia’s top employers, with 1,100 workers, and top exporters, accounting for seven percent of all exports. Still, for years, Jugohrom has faced little supervision and few consequences. Despite prior investigation by the Tetovo public prosecutor and an indictment in 2014 against the management of Jugohrom on charges of endangering the health of the citizens of Tetovo, the case was dropped on December 5, 2014 due to a lack of evidence of any criminal offense.\textsuperscript{122} This changed when the company failed to meet an October 31, 2016 deadline set by the State Inspectorate for the Environment to install a dust collection system, and was, as a result, closed.\textsuperscript{123}

Russia’s economic footprint also extends to other Macedonian companies. From 2005 to 2015, the company Solway – which is officially registered in Switzerland, but has links to Deripaska’s Rusal holding\textsuperscript{124} – owned Sasa, a lead-zinc and copper mine, and Bucim, the most productive copper and gold mine in the country. Solway’s investments in the development and expansion of the mines was estimated at EUR 70 million through December 2015, when it sold Sasa to a US-based commodities fund. Solway now operates only the Bucim mine.\textsuperscript{125}

\section*{Real Estate, Tourism and Sports}

Deripaska’s arrival in Montenegro at the end of 2005 sparked feverish investment in the real estate and tourism industries, including plans for a series of multi-million-dollar resorts along the Adriatic coast.\textsuperscript{126} Tourism makes up around one-fifth of Montenegrin GDP and over 54 percent of the export of goods and services.\textsuperscript{127} It is a strategic sector of the Montenegrin economy, and forecasts from the World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC) show that by 2026, tourism could constitute up to 30 percent of the country’s GDP.\textsuperscript{128} Russian tourists are the largest group of visitors to Montenegro, amounting to 25 percent of the total.\textsuperscript{129} Since 2006, the number of Russian tourists has jumped five-fold, to 316,000 in 2016, spending a total of 2.87 million nights. At an average price per night of around EUR 70, one could estimate that in 2016 alone, Russian tourists spent a

\begin{footnotes}
\end{footnotes}
little over EUR 200 million only on accommodations, which is around five percent of GDP.\textsuperscript{130}

The deterioration of bilateral relations since 2014 has had a negative impact on the flow of Russian tourists to Montenegro. The Russian government tried to accelerate this trend by discouraging its citizens from spending vacations in Montenegro. Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov said in March 2017 that Montenegro is sacrificing its economic relations with Russia by joining NATO.\textsuperscript{131} A negative Russian media campaign describing Montenegro as dangerous for Russian citizens followed the statement. Media reports pointed to increased crime, filthy beaches, and a difficult tourist season.\textsuperscript{132} The negative publicity campaign seems to have had an effect. Although Russians accounted for the largest group of tourists in Montenegro in June 2017 (25.2 percent), their number fell from 49,666 to 18,845 year-on-year.\textsuperscript{133}

The Russian economic presence in Montenegro’s tourism sector consists of more than tourists. In the privatization process after 2006, Russian business owners and companies acquired several Communist-era hotels in attractive locations. There is no comprehensive analysis of the entirety of Russian investment in tourism, but local media and independent civil society organizations have worked to document attempted Russian investments that sought to use Montenegro’s governance deficits to facilitate deals. In several cases, Russian firms that appeared to be shell companies with little capital won large privatization tenders without being able to fulfill the government’s requirements for modernization, as agreed in the privatization deals. In several notable cases, despite failing to implement the privatization agreements, there have been little or no consequences for the Russian investors involved.

One example is the privatization of the Lido Hotel in Ulcinj. In 2006, a Budva-based Russian-owned company, Capital Estate, won a tender to purchase the hotel with an offer of EUR 10.8 million, promising another EUR 38 million in investment. The company paid the tender bid but failed to commit the additional investment.\textsuperscript{134} Despite calls from local authorities to terminate the agreement with Capital Estate, the government legiti-

\textsuperscript{130} The estimate is based on the average revenue per room rate in the 2014 Horwath Hotel Industry Survey Montenegro, commissioned by the Montenegrin government, accessed at http://www.mri.gov.me/ResourceManager/FileDownload.aspx?rid=221725&rfrType=2&file=Poslovanje%20hotelijerstva%20u%20Crnoj%20Gori%202014.pdf


mized the investment delay by annexing the contract. The hotel was demolished in 2013, but a new hotel has not yet been built. Another example was the construction of a hotel complex in Maljevik, in Bar Municipality, by the Cyprus-registered Sonuba Montenegro, which was later in 2010 acquired by the Russian Mercury Group.

Another questionable practice in Montenegro’s real estate sector involves the sale of attractive pieces of state-owned land for below-market prices. Russian companies have been involved in such deals. One example is the sale of the former military complex Skocidjevojka in Budva. The property was sold before Montenegrin independence for EUR 2.35 million, while the land was later resold for EUR 41.7 million. The deal involved Russian-owned companies registered in Montenegro and offshore registered companies owned by Montenegrin businessmen. Claiming that the government lost tens of millions of euros in the deal, the anti-corruption non-profit MANS brought a complaint naming the then-Minister of Finance in 2012, but there is no information that an investigation was ever opened.

Some Russian investments are now under investigation by Montenegro’s Office of the Special Prosecutor for Organized Crime and Corruption. One case that did result in a criminal conviction was the construction of a resort in Cape Zavala, near Budva, in 2008. Mirax Group, owned by Russian businessman Sergey Polonsky, started the project together with Svetozar Marovic, the then-Vice President of the Montenegrin ruling party, the Democratic Party of Socialists of Montenegro (DPS), whose family was among the most influential in the town of Budva. Mirax announced it would construct an exclusive tourist resort on the Zavala Cape, including villas and luxury hotels that were to resemble the Burj al Arab in Dubai. The project was partially financed by the First Bank, controlled by the brother of then-Prime Minister Milo Djukanovic. Construction continued from 2008 to 2009 without a permit, until financial problems brought the project to an abrupt halt.

136 The main buyers of the property were the Russian company Opora and the Montenegrin company Spartak, represented by Nikolay Zemlyanskyi and Alexander Belyakov. Two months before signing the purchase agreement, the buyers established a new company in the Seychelles – Blaze Corporation – which was used to pay the purchase price of 2.35 million euros. Two years later, in 2007, Skocidjevojka was sold to a Cyprus-registered company, Caldero Trading Limited, owned by Montenegrin businessman Zoran Becirovic, for EUR 14 million. Within seven days, he resold the complex to Palestinian businessman Mohamed Borhan Rachid for EUR 41.7 million. In 2015, the Hipo Alpe Adria Development company announced a public tender for the property, because Rachid’s company, Monte Mena, was unable to pay back a EUR 5.28 million loan used for the purchase of the property. Later, Austria’s Meinl Bank AG acquired the resort for EUR 7.3 million.

138 For example, the purchase of Hotel As, in Petrovac by the Russian-Montenegrin company Nega Tours; the construction of the luxury tourist settlement Tsarskoye Selo (Imperial Village) near Budva by the Moscow-based Tradeunique holding company; and the purchase of Hotel Otrant in Ulcinj by the Russian company Barkli SK.
In April 2008, MANS brought a complaint to the Supreme State Prosecutor naming the key actors in the Zavala affair: DPS Vice President Svetozar Marović, Secretary for Investment for the Municipality of Budva Dragan Marović, and the Executive Director of Mirax Balkan, Vječaslav Lejbman. After nearly two years of investigation, the prosecution indicted 10 local officials from the Budva municipality, including the mayor of Budva, Rajko Kuljaca, and his deputy, Dragan Marovic, who is also a brother of Svetozar Marovic. Finally, in 2016, the Appellate Court of Montenegro sentenced Kuljaca to two and a half years in prison, together with the former Municipal Secretary for Investments Dragan Marovic, who received two years. They were found guilty of abuse of office and damage to the municipal budget of EUR 820,000 to the benefit of Zavala Invest, a subsidiary of the Russian Mirax company. Eight other municipal employees received eight years of prison sentences in total.

During the peak era (2011 – 2014) of Russian investment after Montenegrin independence, Russian nationals bought numerous apartments and houses on the coast, causing real estate prices to skyrocket. Numerous media reports speculated that these sales were used for money laundering, but no official confirmation was ever provided. Since independence, Russian nationals have paid close to EUR 25 million in real estate sales taxes. Official data on the amount of real estate owned by Russians is not publicly available, as real estate registries do not provide aggregate data search options, but one number circulated in the media is 70,000 properties. The lack of data and transparency makes it difficult to conduct an objective analysis of the exact volume of capital flowing into the country’s real estate sector, which prevents financial intelligence bodies and tax inspectorates from uncovering potential schemes to launder money and evade taxes. Montenegro’s enormous exposure to Russian investment, combined with the significant amount of real estate holdings in Russian hands, could very well influence the country’s foreign and security policies. Still, the number of small actors in the real estate sector means that the Russian presence is dispersed, a sort of safeguard that makes it difficult, albeit not impossible, for Russia to exert direct control over the real estate sector.

Meanwhile, estimates of the number of Russian nationals that permanently reside in Montenegro vary. According to a 2011 census, around 1,000

143 Many of the more than 1,700 microenterprises owned by Russian citizens in Montenegro have been set up due to the country’s requirements for purchasing real estate property or a motor vehicle.
inhabitants declared themselves Russians or Russian speakers.\footnote{Official data by MONSTAT, Census of Population, Households and Dwellings in Montenegro 2011, July 2011.} According to a 2014 statement by the Russian Ambassador, there are up to 7,000 Russians permanently residing in Montenegro,\footnote{“Nesterenko: U Crnoj Gori živi do sedam hiljada Rusa,” Vijesti.me, January 27, 2014, http://www.vijesti.me/vijesti/nesterenko-u-crnoj-gori-zivi-do-sedam-hiljada-rusa-174290} while estimates of Russian-speaking diaspora go up to 15,000.\footnote{“Rusi su u Crnoj Gori kupili 70.000 nekretnina,” Vijesti.me, May 17, 2014, http://www.vijesti.me/vijesti/rusi-su-u-crnoj-gori-kupili-70000-nekretnina-21034} Russian permanent residents own small businesses, such as restaurants, shops, and tourist agencies; in several primary schools their children are taught in Russian-language classes.

\footnotesize{

\begin{table}[h]
  \centering
  \begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
    \hline
    \textbf{Box 1. Russian investment in the Macedonian real estate and sports sectors} \\
    \hline
    When discussing the nature of Russian capital flows in the Western Balkans, one of the best examples is Samsonenko’s business in Macedonia. Samsonenko is a Russian businessman who came to Macedonia just a few months after Gruevski became Prime Minister in the fall of 2006. Beginning then and continuing to the present, Samsonenko has had links with the then-ruling coalition of the Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization – Democratic Party for Macedonian National Unity (VMRO-DPMNE).\footnote{Lefkov, Goran (2016). “Samsonenko: Successful in Macedonia-under scrutiny in Russia”. Center for Investigative Journalism – SCOOP, December 5, 2016.} First, a former VMRO Member of Parliament (MP) (1998 – 2002), Aleksandar Pandov, worked as a manager in Samsonenko’s BetCity gambling business until 2011.\footnote{SCOOP (2016). “Samsonenko: Successful in Macedonia-under scrutiny in Russia,” Center for Investigative Journalism – SCOOP, December 5, 2016 accessed on November 16 at http://on.scoop.mk/samsonenko-successful-in-macedonia-under-scrutiny-in-russia/ and Nova TV (2015). “The Russian Samsonenko in the story “Invest in Macedonia Belize”, February 6, 2015, accessed on November 16 at http://novatv.mk/rusinot-samsonenko-vo-prikaznata-invest-in-macedonia-via-belize/} Second, Samsonenko publicly appeared in a pre-election music video commissioned by VMRO-DPMNE in 2014, in which he openly supported Gruevski. Samsonenko’s investments have been concentrated in sports and gambling. In addition to BetCity, Samsonenko owns the football and handball club Vardar. His biggest direct investment in the country is a 2014 public-private partnership between one of his companies and the municipality of Aerodrom (at that time governed by a VMRO-DPMNE mayor) to build “Sport Center Jane Sandanski.” The municipality gave Samsonenko a 35-year concession for the sports hall in a fully non-competitive non-transparent procedure. The company managing the sports hall\footnote{Samsonenko has also built a big hotel attached to the sport center.} is a Cypriot-based offshore company owned ultimately by a Belize-based shell company used by Samsonenko for many of his other investments. In addition to Samsonenko’s businesses, many companies associated with political elite close to Gruevski are registered at the same addresses in the offshore havens used by Samsonenko himself.\footnote{http://novatv.mk/rusinot-samsonenko-vo-prikaznata-invest-in-macedonia-via-belize/}
  \\
  \end{tabular}
\end{table}

Since 2008, the Russian government has aggressively deployed its resurgent, resource-based economic power in combination with preexisting security networks, and a skillful use of traditional soft power, in order to exploit and amplify strategic vulnerabilities across the Western Balkans. The Russian soft power toolbox includes media propaganda, as well as historical, religious, and ethnic symbols.

Dating back to at least the 19th century, Slavic Orthodox countries in the region have traditionally perceived Russia as a strong ally in their political ambitions. The Kremlin’s support for Serbia’s cause in Kosovo and Russia’s rejection of Kosovo’s independence have strengthened the image of Russia as a guardian of Serbia’s interests. Another example is that Russian Orthodox Patriarch Kirill expressed concern over Montenegro’s NATO accession.  

While domestic Russian media outlets have promoted a shared vision of international relations in the Western Balkans, a network of dedicated Russian institutions in Serbia has fostered feelings of proximity. The network has been expanding in recent years to provide support (including financial aid) to organizations and groups that promote Russian interests. Branches of Russkiy Mir (Russian World) and a representative office of the International Fund for the Unity of Orthodox Nations have operated in Novi Sad and Belgrade since 2005. Attempts to strengthen mutual ties between Serbia and Russia have further intensified since 2013, the same year that the Council of the EU announced Serbia’s readiness to start accession talks. At the same time, the Russian Institute of Strategic Research (RISI) established a local branch in Belgrade, its only one in the Western Balkans. RISI’s website states that the institute is a major scientific, research and analytical center founded by Russia’s President, with the primary goal of providing information to the presidential administration and other state institutions. There are also several other Russian foundations, including the Gorchakov Public Diplomacy Fund, the Strategic Culture Foundation, the Center of National Glory, and the Foundation of St. Andrew, which have promoted Russian interests through various activities: financing projects on Serbia’s neutrality, organizing roundtables and conferences on Russian soft power, and helping to establish Russian centers in Serbia.


bia’s academic institutions. Several Serbian political parties, including parties that participate in the current government, claimed cooperation with Russia’s ruling party, United Russia.

Russia has promoted the creation of several Serbian-language branches of major Russian media outlets, often with a comprehensive section devoted to political affairs. A considerable number of online news portals have been launched since 2012 that openly advocate Russian interests in Serbia. Among the most influential are Novi Standard (www.standard.rs), Srbinfo (www.srbinfo.info), Vaseljenska TV (www.vaseljenska.com), but also smaller portals such as Gazeta (www.vestigazeta.com), Fakti (www.fakti.org) Kremlin (www.kremlin.rs), and Glas Moskve (www.glasmoskve.rs). Additionally, the Russian state-owned news agency Sputnik opened a regional editorial office in Belgrade in 2015. In Serbia, Sputnik operates in Serbian through its Internet portal and radio program, providing to local radio stations free content, which is widely used. One of the major Serbian weeklies, Nedeljnik, contains the R Magazin supplement, published by Rossiyeskaya Gazeta as part of a project “Russia Beyond the Headlines.” Public perception is that the promotion of Russian interests is visible even in the most prominent daily tabloids, such as Informer and Srpski Telegraf. Efforts to penetrate almost all areas of public life are also obvious from Gazprom’s donation of USD five million to the Serbian Orthodox Church, which was spent on drawing mosaics in the St. Sava Church. This project is part of Gazprom’s comprehensive program for projects in the fields of culture and the preservation of the historical heritage of Serbia.

The activities of Russian organizations and their Serbian media counterparts fall into several thematic areas. First, these outlets promote a Russian perspective on international affairs, for example, saying that the current crisis in Ukraine will be more dramatic because of US involvement, or they interpret history through a Russian lens in the spirit of support for the long-term Russian-Serbian alliance. Second, they attempt to discredit Western structures (NATO, the EU) by claiming that these institutions counter Serbia’s interests (for example, EU support for Vojvodina’s “separatist groups”) and that they pose a threat to global peace and stability. Third, they present Russia as Serbia’s closest ally,


whose actions are always consistent with the interests of Serbia.\footnote{Srbin info (2017). News on strengthening ties between Russia and Serbia through military cooperation. December 16, 2017, accessed on December 25, 2017 at http://srbin.info/2017/12/17/putin-definitivno-salje-srbiji-s-300/?lang=lat} They emphasize common aspects of Serbian and Russian history, in particular the tradition of fighting shoulder-to-shoulder in the two world wars. Next, they criticize pro-European actions and present Serbia as a country repeatedly humiliated by the EU, as well as by the US, yet still “determined” to become a part of the Union to the detriment of the Serbian society.\footnote{Holodny, Elena. “The Kremlin thinks that the massive protests rocking a Balkan nation are an outside job to hurt Russia,” Business Insider, May 20, 2015 accessed on November 11, 2017 at http://www.businessinsider.com/russia-lavrov-macedonia-protests-2015-5} Finally, Russian media constantly remind audiences of past disputes and conflicts between Serbia and its Balkan neighbors, which seems to aim to deter Serbia’s EU integration and the process of reconciliation in the region.\footnote{Ivanov was also made doctor honoris causa by the Russian foreign relations academic institute – MGIMO.}

Russia has used its considerable media clout to reawaken ethnic rifts in the region, in response to which it accuses the West of meddling to attempt to foment unrest and, ultimately, to bring about regime change. For example, Russia sought to influence the outcome of the political crisis in Macedonia following April 2014 elections in Macedonia that started after Macedonia’s then-President Gjorge Ivanov and then-Prime Minister Nikola Gruevski’s government appear to have taken advantage of a Russian propaganda conspiracy theory that the crisis sprung from a Western-funded campaign against legitimate governments in the region.\footnote{Marusic, Sinisa. (2016). “Macedonia’s Gruevski Issues Threats,” BalkanInsight, December 17, 2016.} Lavrov backed the Macedonian government’s claims, calling the protests the product of outside manipulation.\footnote{Sputnik (2017). News about US blackmail on Serbia. December 23, 2017, accessed on December 26, 2017 at https://rs.sputniknews.com/politika/20171223113918663-Hojt-Ji-nova-ucena/} He had been commenting on the crisis since the first wave of protests in 2015, when he also claimed that Macedonia had been the victim of extremism and would be divided between Albania and Bulgaria. Later, after the December 2016 elections, Russia focused on the alleged Tirana Platform for the creation of a Greater Albania. Russia’s Foreign Ministry statements became regular after 2015, while previously, the Ministry had largely ignored Macedonia. In the tit-for-tat exchange of favors, the Macedonian government refused to join the EU and US anti-Russian sanctions after the Crimean annexation, and President Ivanov attended the 2015 Victory Day parade in Moscow amid a boycott of the event by most world leaders.\footnote{Srbin info (2017). News about possibility for Dayton 2 which allegedly means disappearce for Republika Srpska (as a part of Bosnia and Herzegovina). December 23, 2017, accessed on December 26, 2017 at http://srbin.info/2017/12/26/sta-se-krije-iza-projekta-dejton-2-pandorina-kutija/} The Russian media’s emphasis on inter-ethnic relations resonated in Macedonia and the broader region.

The lack of press freedom in Macedonia meant Russian propaganda was able to penetrate the country’s mainstream media unencumbered. Indeed, pro-government media outlets become instruments of direct...
propaganda. Macedonian officials, including Gruevski, often repeated Sputnik content word-for-word – which meant the language circulated by domestic media outlets echoed that of the Russian news agency. According to a June 2017 report by the Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP) and several regional and domestic investigative organizations, Russia did not limit its actions in Macedonia to disinformation and official statements. The report cited documents leaked from the Macedonian counterintelligence office that showed Serbian intelligence was involved in efforts to support anti-Western and pro-Russian nationalist groups. The documents also revealed how the Russian Embassy in Skopje carried out propaganda and subversive activities since 2006, such as the direct funding of Macedonian media outlets, including those serving the ethnic Albanian minority, to make them into outlets for Russian disinformation. The Russian foreign intelligence (SVR) bureau in Belgrade and the military intelligence (GRU) office in Sofia managed the operations in Macedonia. In addition, Russia has set up over 30 Russo-Macedonian cultural associations, established a Russian cultural center in Skopje and opened two consulates in Ohrid and Bitola to gather intelligence.

In addition to Russian intelligence officers, the leaked documents indicated that journalists from the state-owned TASS news agency and a representative of the Rossotrudnichestvo Russian aid agency worked to recruit Macedonian officials. A Rossotrudnichestvo office, opened in Macedonia in 2016 as a result of a 2013 intergovernmental agreement, envisioned the founding of a Russian cultural and scientific center in Macedonia. The counterintelligence report also noted that the Russian Ambassador directly told senior Macedonian foreign ministry officials in April 2017 that Russia aimed to make Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro and Serbia militarily neutral countries and complained that the Macedonian government had not reciprocated Russia’s support, threatening economic and political consequences.

Further, Russia has directly supported pro-Russian politicians in the region. By supporting Dodik in his 2014 election campaign and the 2016 referendum on RS’s national holiday, Russia influenced the entity to slow Bosnia and Herzegovina’s integration into the Euro-Atlantic Community. These measures come in addition to financially enabling Dodik’s success, for example, through promises of loans with no reform requirements attached, while international financial institutions expected significant economic reforms. Moreover, even when political infighting among the ethnic groups in Bosnia and Herzegovina does not originate due to Russian meddling, the Kremlin has sought to exploit and exacerbate these tensions by inciting conflict over the country’s gas supply.

---
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171 Website of the Rossotrudnichestvo office in Macedonia accessed on December 6 at http://mkd.rs.gov.ru/ru/about
172 Ibid.
the financing of pipelines, the provision of government loans and even national holidays.

Concerning the last point, Russia supported a referendum on September 25, 2016 to keep January 9 as RS’s national holiday, which celebrates the entity’s founding of the entity during the 1992 – 1995 war, despite a 2015 Constitutional Court ruling to ban it because it discriminates against non-Serbs. Two days before the vote, which the international community protested, Dodik met with Putin in Moscow, where the Russian President gave his implicit support for the referendum. More than 55 percent of voters turned out for the referendum and 99 percent of them approved the motion. Despite strong popular support, Dodik stepped back from his earlier demand for a second referendum – which would have been on independence.173

Then, in October 2017, Dodik reiterated RS’s objections to Bosnia and Herzegovina’s accession to NATO174 and vowed to preserve the country’s military neutrality, an objective the Russian government shares.175 Earlier in 2017, the RS Parliament passed a resolution supporting neutrality and began the procedure to hold a referendum on joining NATO.176 In 2015, the government of RS opposed the start of membership talks between Dodik and the EU, calling such a step the biggest treason since the conclusion of the Dayton Accords. Regardless, the Bosnian state submitted a membership application in January 2016, given the two entities’ prior approval of the motion to accede. The breakthrough in talks with the EU came about because Dodik was unable to participate in any of these decisions.

Since September 2017, Dodik has reactivated another referendum, initially begun in 2015, to negate the legal powers of Bosnian state courts and the prosecutor. Passing this referendum would make the entity de facto independent from state interference, paving the way to secession.177 However, the referendum could also serve to divert attention from a corruption scandal involving the Dodik family’s real estate developments. To date, Dodik has rejected a direct vote on independence, but he has not ruled it out, saying that such a referendum would not lead to bloodshed.178 In an interview with Politico, he said that unlike the EU and US, Russia was not “asking him to do anything impossible” and was instead offering “economic cooperation.”179

174 Dodik has not been always consistent, as on occasions he has made statements that the RS government would support NATO accession only if it were backed by a referendum.
176 Ibid.
179 Ibid.
Indeed, Russia has been kind to Dodik. In March 2014, he received an award from the International Fund for the Unity of Orthodox Nations in Moscow, several months before elections in RS. During the same visit to Moscow, Dodik reportedly received donations for his election campaign.\textsuperscript{180}

It is not surprising, then, that the US Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Asset Control sanctioned Dodik for obstructing the implementation of the Dayton Accords and threatening the territorial integrity and sovereignty of Bosnia and Herzegovina.\textsuperscript{181} Russia immediately criticized the US decision and firmly backed Dodik. In May 2017, Dodik stated that the EU had been pressuring him to join sanctions against Russia. So far, RS has managed to prevent Bosnia and Herzegovina from implementing the sanctions regime.

In Serbia, apart from the economic links with the Socialist and People’s parties described above, the Russian media, domestic pro-Putin organizations and senior Russian policymakers have supported the actions of domestic far right and Eurosceptic organizations. This support comes in the form of high-level meetings, public endorsements, or misleading articles that frame Serbian political space as determined entirely by a battle for influence between the EU and Russia.\textsuperscript{182}

Nenad Popovic from the People’s Party, a junior coalition partner of Vucic’s Progressive Party, has boasted of support from Putin’s United Russia party.\textsuperscript{183} In addition, he has advocated against Serbian integration with the EU, and in 2014 publically supported Russia’s annexation of Crimea, while serving as the Vice Chairman of the Serbian Parliament.\textsuperscript{184} Most recently, during the St. Petersburg Economic Forum in June 2017, Popovic said that Serbia should accelerate its economic ties to the Eurasian Economic Union, a Russia-led regional integration project.\textsuperscript{185}

The expansion of military cooperation between Russia and Serbia further buttresses Russia’s financial and political support. Most visibly, Russia donated six previously used MiG 29 planes; it also promised to deliver 30 T-72 tanks and 30 armored personnel carriers (APCs).\textsuperscript{186} Vucic discussed the need to obtain two battalions of Russian-manufactured S-300 anti-air-

\textsuperscript{183} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{186} Ibid.
craft missiles, and announced talks with Russian defense export company Rosoboroneksport to procure six multifunctional Mi-17 helicopters, on top of the two such aircraft delivered in June 2016. Yet despite media attention on these developments, Russia’s decision to grant Serbia arms and military equipment should not be perceived as a threat or a major turnaround in strategic relations.

Serbia has chosen to purchase Russian military equipment for two reasons. Russian equipment is the cheapest way to modernize the Serbian military, although Russia tends to be selling old military equipment at high prices. Moreover, during the NATO bombing campaign in 1999, the Serbian public perceived Russian weapons as superior; today that perception allows the Serbian government to boost its own popularity by purchasing Russian arms. According to statements by Serbian politicians, both countries would like to expand cooperation to joint production of combat assets and weapons, through direct cooperation of the Russian military-industrial complex with Serbian factories until they are able to produce and export parts for the Russian market. However, Russia’s supposed intentions to cooperate in this area are questionable, since the Russian military industry is one of the country’s most profitable, and there is no reason to transfer it abroad. It is more likely that Russia is interested in joint arms production only if Serbia can secure the markets for these goods and services elsewhere, especially in the western Balkans and Central and Eastern Europe or even the Middle East, where Russian military technology is still widely used.

However, it is in Montenegro, not Bosnia and Herzegovina or Serbia, where Russia’s political meddling has been most aggressive. After the Montenegrin government declared its aim to join NATO in 2014 and adopted the EU sanctions against Russia after the annexation of Crimea, the Russian government began to reverse its decade-long policy of building close ties with the small Adriatic country. The Russian government worked to prevent NATO membership, in particular backing ethno-nationalist groups whose policy platforms are at odds with Western liberal values. Russian Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Rogozin went even further, saying that Montenegro will regret its membership. Several meetings of Montenegrin anti-NATO opposition leaders with Russian officials took place in 2015 and 2016, and representatives of the opposi-

---

tion Montenegrin party took part in a gathering of anti-NATO parties from the Western Balkans in Moscow during the United Russia congress in June 2016.\textsuperscript{192} They signed a declaration advocating the creation of a militarily neutral zone in the Balkans.\textsuperscript{193} Nevertheless, Montenegro joined NATO in June 2017.

The Montenegrin government accused the Russian Federation of meddling in the 2016 parliamentary elections by attempting a violent overthrow of the government through the Democratic Front (DF), Montenegro’s strongest opposition coalition. Both Russia and the DF reject these accusations, and the DF stated the coup d’état was staged by the ruling party, and that all accusations were politically motivated.

The plot in question is now the subject of court trials in Montenegro. The indictment\textsuperscript{194} includes 14 accused. Among them are two Russian nationals, Eduard Shishmakov and Vladimir Popov; a retired police general from Serbia and former commander of the Serbian Gendarmerie, Bratislav Dikic; as well as two leading politicians and MPs from the DF, Andrija Mandic and Milan Knezevic. It transpired that one plotter was a member of Russian military intelligence (GRU) and a former deputy military attaché in the Russian Embassy in Poland, who was declared \textit{persona non grata} and expelled from Poland on espionage charges.\textsuperscript{195}

In addition, the DF allegedly took part in a money-laundering scheme during the 2016 election campaign, in which, it is claimed, the DF received funds of criminal origin from Russia through offshore accounts, sent small amounts of these funds to individuals, and then received the funds back as official donations to the DF.\textsuperscript{196} The Special State Prosecutor’s Office started an inquiry into DF’s financing that thus far resulted in charges against another party leader and MP, Nebojsa Medojevic, and a number of DF activists for facilitating illicit funding flows into party accounts.\textsuperscript{197}

\textsuperscript{192} Representatives of pro-Russian parties from Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia, Macedonia and Bulgaria were present at the United Russia Congress.

\textsuperscript{193} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{194} \url{http://tuzilastvocg.me/media/files/Kt-S_br_271-16.pdf}


\textsuperscript{197} \url{http://www.tuzilastvocg.me/media/files/ZAHTJEV%20SKUPSTINI%20.pdf}
Russia’s economic footprint in the four Western Balkan countries analyzed in this report has visibly expanded in absolute numbers over the past decade. Russian companies have invested close to EUR 2.5 billion in the four countries, half of which has gone to Montenegro, a hub for Russian investment in real estate and tourism. Russia has grown from a peripheral economic power in the region to one of its most significant players. However, in terms of a share of the economy, the Russian presence has remained more or less stagnant amid the expansion of the four economies. Russian companies’ revenue as a share of the four economies’ total turnover hovers between 6.5 and 10 percent, while the Russian corporate footprint is highly concentrated in strategic sectors such as energy, banking, mining and real estate. Although Russia’s corporate presence has been most significant and most diversified in Serbia, until Deripaska’s 2013 withdrawal from the KAP aluminum plant in Montenegro, close to one-third of that country’s economy was under the direct and indirect control of Russian-owned firms. Even today, Russian FDI stock in Montenegro is close to 30 percent of annual GDP.

Moreover, Russian state-owned and private energy companies dominate the region’s oil and gas sectors. These firms gained influence through a series of privatization deals for lucrative assets, such as Serbian companies NIS and Beopetrol, and the Brod refinery and Skopje heating company in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Three countries – Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, and Serbia – remain almost entirely dependent on supplies of Russian gas, allowing Gazprom to charge some of the highest prices for gas in Europe. Russian companies also have taken advantage of the closed nature of regional oil and gas markets to solidify their dominant position, successfully exploiting delays in market liberalization, the reliance on intermediaries for wholesale supplies of gas, and an unwillingness to advance diversification projects. These are among the governance deficits Russian companies have exploited to their benefit. Further, Russia has locked regional governments into large-scale energy projects, such as the South Stream pipeline, that exceed their administrative capacities. These projects not only sidelined efforts by regional governments to diversify but exposed them to huge financial risk.

Non-transparent privatization procedures, in which asset valuations did not stem from objective economic assessments, have enabled Russian businesses to expand their economic presence in key industries. In most cases, these companies have not complied with the terms of privatization agreements, leading to losses for taxpayers and state budgets alike. Meanwhile, preferential regulatory treatment, including tax regimes and energy subsidies, allows Russian companies to register enormous profits, expand their market share and minimize tax payments.

To exploit these governance loopholes, Russia has captured local power brokers by offering government-sponsored business opportunities at pre-
mium returns. These intermediaries in turn have benefitted from further business opportunities or Russian support for their political objectives. Ultimately, the concentration of power in small, influential economic-political networks creates vulnerabilities that Russia can exploit to affect decision-making.

Finally, to amplify the effect of its economic footprint, Russia has deployed an array of traditional soft power instruments, including media presence, support for pro-Russian domestic civil society organizations and political parties, and high-level political visits and statements. These tools have been used to support both current governments and opposition groups, depending on what suits Russia’s ends. In Macedonia, Russian soft power helped to undermine the legitimacy of anti-corruption protests, while in Montenegro, it aided the opposition in denouncing the government’s Euro-Atlantic foreign policy. In Bosnia and Herzegovina, Russian political support for Dodik and RS has exacerbated internal divisions on both the economic and political fronts, successfully diverting the country from its path towards NATO and EU accession. In Serbia, Russia has been mixing politics and business to extract preferential treatment not only in the energy sector where Russia used its support for the Serbian positions against Kosovo’s independence to acquire some of the country’s biggest companies, but also in the railway, banking and defense areas.

Based on the findings of this report, the following non-exclusive policies should be considered:

- Diversify foreign direct investment away from an overreliance on capital from authoritarian states that is concentrated in one or two industries.
- Improve the corporate governance of state-owned energy companies that are at risk of decapitalization due to long-term deals granting preferential treatment to clients that enjoy special status from the government.
- Separate the management of state-owned energy companies from political parties. Parliaments should approve governmental nominations of professional managers to help ensure the independence of nominees from external pressures.
- Cancel market-distorting energy subsidies that leave state-owned suppliers in difficult financial straits, and even more dependent on single-source imports.
- Fully transpose and implement the EU energy acquis to ensure an unbundling of the transmission and supply of natural gas and electricity, thus promoting the full liberalization of energy markets.
- Mandate national anti-trust authorities to provide regular, (at best) biannual assessments of the state of play in markets with considerable economic presence from authoritarian states.
- Achieving better regulatory quality and economic governance through continuous US and EU engagement, assistance and investment. Alone, no single Western Balkans country is a match for large Russian companies, especially those backed by the Kremlin.
- Before approving mergers and acquisitions, anti-trust authorities should monitor companies for possible market concentration risks related to for-
eign investors whose ultimate ownership is hidden behind a network of offshore entities.

• Ensure that all infrastructure projects are consistent with national regulations for transparency and competitive tendering procedures, and subject to independent cost-benefit analysis.

• Strengthen privatization and post-privatization monitoring agencies through the appointment, by parliament, of staff independent from political influence.

• Abolish single-bidder privatization tenders for assets over EUR one million in strategic economic sectors to prevent corrupt, direct back-room negotiations with pre-approved investors.

• Improve the investigative capacity of financial intelligence agencies, tax administrations, and anti-money laundering institutions to identify the ultimate beneficial ownership of foreign investors in order to prevent money laundering.

• Strengthen banking and financial market supervision to flag systemic risks related to the concentration of loan portfolios in strategic industries.

• Create transparent and user-friendly databases of foreign investment in corporations and real estate to improve tracking of potential money laundering operations, and to help identify potential illicit flows of money into the country.

• Expand the data coverage of central banks over foreign investment and corporate ownership, since current statistical data is inconsistent, outdated, and too brief to accommodate a more objective assessment of inflows of foreign capital.
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